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This thesis is a description of the planning, implementation, and evaluation of job 

readiness workshops designed for trades students at the Atlantic University College. The 

purpose of the workshops was to prepare students for their Zweek cornmunity work 

experience, a mandatory component of their trades training. The focus of the study was 

to answer the following research questions: First, what are the needs of the trades 

students in the trades education department of Atlantic University College (AUC) and 

what are the job readiness expectations of prospective employen in the region? Second, 

how c m  1, as an adult educator, plan a job readiness program for AUC trades students 

that addresses these diverse needs? Third, how can 1 facilitate sucn a job readiness 

program for AUC trades midents? I hypothesized that a job readiness component should 

be added to the trades curricuhm if three conditions existed. First, the chair, instnictors, 

and students in the trades department should support the need for such a curriculum. 

Second, local employen should idenri@ job readiness skills as part of their expectations 

when hiring. Finally, there should be evidence that students would benefit from 

participating in job readiness training for purposes of their 2-week community work. 

The methods used to address the research questions included meeting with the 

chair and instxuctoe in the trades department, conducting a needs assessrnent of midents 

in the automotive and heavy duty pre-em ployment trades programs, and an O ff-campus 

survey questionnaire of automotive and heavy duty employen. I then implemented twot 

May job readiness workshops and, finally, 1 conducted an evaluation of the study. The 



evaluation included a workshop evaluation by participants, feedback from employers 

who hosted workshop participants on their work expenence, and student follow-up upon 

completion of their work expenence. The workshop participants and a cornparison 

group who did not participate in a job readiness workshop were both involved in the 

follow-up survey. 

Literature specific to adult leaming perspectives, ways of fostering adult leaming, 

program planning and contemporary workforce demands infomed and guided the 

research. Outcornes indicated that the department chair and insmictors supported the 

need for a job readiness workshop; and that local employers expected a level of job 

readiness skills when hiring new employees. It was evident that students would benefit 

from a job readiness workshop in preparation for their 2-week work experîence. Data 

collected From the study support the recommendation that the trades department at 

Atlantic University College should incorporate a job readiness cumculum into its pre- 

employment training program. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Being job ready for the 2 1st century requires more than simply acquiring specific 

skills and knowledge. The contemporary workforce demands the ability to respond to 

rapid change. In addition to demonstrating the capacity to practice skill sets specific to a 

field of study, the capability to be adaptable, diversifie4 and willing to engage in 

continuous learning are the type of qualities that modem day employers need corn 

employees. As Evers, Rush, and Berdrow ( 1998) explain: 

The debate as to whether college graduates should be specialists or generalists is 
over; they need to be both. Today's college graduates need to possess specialized 
knowledge and skills plus general skills that will provide them with the ability tu 
adapt to whatever changes corne next. It is simply not good enough to be able to 
access information. Graduates must be able to apply the information to solve 
problerns. (p. 3) 

The concept of lifelong leaming has gained attention as changes forced by 

chn ology impact our personal, work, and educational experiences. Individuals acquire 

new information through various means in a variety of contexts and for a multitude of 

reasons. Common to al1 leaming is the engagement of the learner. To be a responsive 

adult educator in the 2 1st century, knowledge o f  the leaming process and ways to foster 

its development are integral to leamer success. 

This thesis explores my anempt to be a responsiye adult educator in the 

preparation of heavy duty equipment repair truck and transport (referred to hereafter as 



heavy duty) students and, automotive seMce technician (referred to hereafier as 

automotive) students for a work experience in the community. 1 developed and 

implemented two job readiness workshops in a pst-secondary educational institution. In 

this experience, being a responsive educator included identifjnng students' felt needs, 

employers' expectations, and integrating these in the delivcry of job readiness 

workshops. Understanding learning theories and ways of fostering learning were 

paramount for me in developing the design and delivery of these workshops. In addition, 

consideration of the changing nature of the workforce in my local region was also critical 

if m e  responsiveness was to be achieved in my study. 

Background Iaformation 

As technology increasingly permeates our lives. it often seems, as Heraclitus said. 

the only constant is change. Cross (1981) describes the need for continuous or lifelong 

leaming and its impact on society in ternis of the growth of a leaming society. She 

describes lifelong learning as a means of keeping Pace with a fast changing society. As 

she explains, "It would be dificult to think of some way to live in a society changing so 

rapidly as ours without constantly l e d n g  new things" (p. 1). Lifelong learning has 

become a fundamental necessity in order to prosper in our new economy. Cross puts this 

succinctly: "Lifelong learning is not a privilege or a right; it is simply a necessity for 

anyone, young or 014 who must live with the escalating pace of change-in the family, on 

the job, in the community, and in the world-wide society" (p. mi). 
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The Emalpyabili~ - Skills Profile (1 997) developed by the Copra te  Council on 

Education and the Conference Board of Canada identifies specific skills, attitudes, and 

behaviors representative of those qualities sought by employers when they are hiring 

employees. It also outlines what employen look for when training employees. 

Academic skills, personal managemefit, m~d teamwork rkills are emphasized in the 1997 

Ern~lovabilitv Skills Profile along with an advocacy for a much more holistic approach 

to education than simply demanding ski11 mastery. The preparation of graduates for 

ernployment at the tum of the new rnillennium means trying to meet the challenge of 

changing needs of employers and society. 

During the tirne of my research, 1 worked at Atlantic University College (AUC) 

(fictitious names for organirations and people are used throughout) in the Atlantic 

Region. The AUC is a pst-secondary institution offering a unique educational service 

delivery to its community. As a university college, it offers degree, diplorna, and trades 

certification. Preparing -dents for the world of work is central to its student-centered 

mandate. Most of the AUC programs that offer a local work experience component also 

incorporate specific cumcula to prepare students for their community work experiences. 

The rnajority of these cumcula are offered through the services of the Employment 

Resource Centre, which is centrally located on campus to meet job readiness needs. 

However, the AUC's trades training division, an integral part of the University College, 

did not have a curriculum specific to job readiness for its trades students. 

As an employee of AUC working in the job readiness area for 10 yean, I was very 

much aware of the value of preparing students for the world of work. Likewise, 1 was 
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dismayed by the lack of specific curricula designed to meet the job readiness needs of 

our trades students. My professional background, in addition to my work at AUC, 

includes job readiness training facilitation with entry and re-entry women, and job 

readiness work with women offenders. Throughout these experiences 1 have developed 

three fiindamental beliefs about preparing individuals for the world of work. First, I 

believe that providing hands-on assistance to students during their transition toward the 

workforce is essential for job success. Learning to develop responsive job search tools 

enhances success. Second, 1 believe that leaming about the workforce beforehand is 

fundamental to successful job acquisition. As such, inadequate student preparation or no 

preparation at al1 for the worhforce cm result in inadequate performance by even the best 

students. Finally, 1 view workforce preparation as an initial step toward critical self 

assessment, motivation, and confidence building-al1 fundamental components of 

continued lifelong leaming necessary in the contemporary workforce . 

I found that my passion for the empowering nature of job readiness training was 

shared by rnany of the trades instructors and the chair of the trades department at AUC. 

Al1 of us saw the value of job readiness training and we wanted to prove its benefits as an 

additional component to our trades training curricula. 

The Problem Statement 

The problem identified for my sîudy was that there was no job readiness 

component within the trades training prograrns at AUC to prepare midents for their 2- 



week commuity placement work expenence. This is of particular significance to 

students in the heavy duty and automotive preernployment programs since they are 

required to seek out their own 2-week community work placement. The questions this 

study sought to address were the following: Fint, what are the needs of the trades 

students in the trades education department of AUC and what are the job readiness 

expectations of prospective employen in the region? Second, how cm 1, as an adult 

educator, plan a job readiness program for AUC trades students that addresses these 

diverse needs? Third, how can I facilitate such a job readiness program for AUC trades 

students? Specific variables were identified and measured as a means for providing 

empirical data to address the research questions. nirough my study, it became apparent 

that the validity of the answer to the research questions depended largely on the 

legitimacy of the study methodology used. In order to be mident-centered, 1 identified 

the students' felt needs. To be employer-responsive, 1 solicited employers' expectations 

and 1 included them in the cumcula. Finally, to measure and evaiuate the success in this 

study, I analyzed the results of the study aginst a cornparison student trades group from 

AUC, I used comparative data to assess attitudinal change, and I also utilized data from 

employen to gain a third level of evaluation. 

Purpose of the Study 

To address the question of whether or not the trades department at AUC should 

incorporate a job readiness component into its existing curriculum, 1 first had to answer 



more immediate issues. As a researcher, I hypothesized that a job readiness component 

couid be added to the trades training curriculum if the following conditions existed: 

(a) if pre-empl~yment instructon, the chair of the trades department, and the pre- 

employment trades students expressed and supported a need for a job readiness 

curriculum, (b) if reievant empioyea idenrified nudent job readiness skills as pari of 

their expectations when hnng new employees, and (c) if there was evidence that AUC 

students would benefit fiom participating in job readiness training. 

1 fint assessed the instnictors' and department chair's support for a job readiness 

curriculum by conducting individual interviews with them. 1 then conducted a needs 

assessrnent with some of the pre-employment trades students as a rneans of soliciting 

student input. 1 then identified employen' expectations through interviews with local 

employen. I found support for the study at al1 three ievels. 

I engaged in evaluation at the end of each workshop using a smictured evaluation 

form with space for additional comments. I conducted summative evaluations of the 

entire study in three ways after students completed their 2-week work experience 

requirement. First, 1 received feedback from students who attended my workshops and, 

second, I received comments fiom a comparison group of students who did not attend my 

workshops. Third, 1 received feedback from employers who s u p e ~ s e d  my students 

during their cornrnunity work experience. These three sources of &ta were aiangulated 

along with the data 1 had in my own reflective journal. 

Most of my time spent on this study was around planning and evaluation. By 

comparison, the time spent on irnplementation was minor. It was this planning and 
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evaluaîion work that enhanced my study, but it also proved to be the most valuable 

leaming that came out of this study for me as the researcher. The personal leaming goals 

I set for myself in the study included developing existing research skills, gaining 

knowledge of pro- planning and iearning more about the required job readiness skills 

of the contemporary workforce, achieving a comfort irvel in facilitating diverse leamers, 

and acquiring the ability to motivate learnen. I believe each of these was met and, as 

will be discussed in chapter 4,1 believe the study was successful. 

The Design of the Study 

Atlantic University College is home to five pre-employrnent trades training 

programs, including heavy duty, automotive, motor vehicle body repairer, industrial 

mechanical and rnillwright, and the machinist program. My study focused on two of the 

five programs: heavy duty and automotive. The industrial mechanical and millwright, 

and the machinist programs served as the comparison group during the evaluation stage 

of the midy. Students in the motor vehicle body repairer program completed their 2- 

week work placement differently in 1999 and, as such, did not serve as an appropriate 

comparison group. The entire study proposal and supporting documentation was first 

presented in application fom to the Atlantic University College Ethics Review 

Cornmittee according to the Universis. College application procedures. Approval was 

granted before 1 engaged in any aspect of the study. 
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The department chair played an active role throughout the entire study, as did the 

instructor for the heavy duty program. The instnictor for the automotive program 

changed twice throughout the implementation of the study. This somewhat complicated 

my plan since I was required to introduce each new instructor to my research and request 

his participation. Students' felt needs were identified tiuough questionnaires çomplcted 

by the students in the heavy duty class and the automotive class. Forty-four of 45 

students completed needs assessrnent surveys; the one, and only, female student 

participated. One student chose not to participate and expressed this by leaving the class 

imrnediateiy afier 1 explained the purpose of my swey .  

I identified the ernployen' job readiness expectations through individual 

interviews that 1 conducted with 20 local employers, 10 of whom were relevant to the 

heavy duty trade, and 10 of whom were relevant to the automotive trade. 1 conducted 19 

of 20 interviews in penon and one i n t e ~ e w  over the telephone. 1 chose employers 

according to their location so that travel was limited and expenses were minimal. 1 

conducted two, 1&y job readiness workshops, one for the heavy duty class and one for 

the automotive class. In addition, two employers fiom each of these trades visited the 

classes as an extension of the workshops. They described a typical day at their place of 

work, described their expectations when hiring, and answered students' questions. Of a 

potential of 4 1 midents, 35 attended my job readiness workshops. 

Gender played a role in the composition of my study. Of the 35 students who 

attended my workshop, one automotive student was female. As a facilitator, this made 

me more aware of being gender inclusive in my language. This also generated dialogue 



during the automotive workshop that did not arise in the heavy duty workshop. In 

particular, this student questioned whether or not an employer would have the same 

expectations of her as her male counterpart. My own female gender impacted the study. 

Eighteen of 20 employers inteMewed were male. On occasion, employen seemed 

surprised when 1 dropped in unexpectedly to inquire about their expectations when hiring 

technicians. This fact played a role in my decision to schedule intewiews so that 

employers anticipated rny arriva1 well in advance. 

Scope and Limitations 

1 designed the study to measure the value of adding a job readiness component to 

a trades training curriculum. 1 did not seek to develop a program that might be usefûl in 

an institution of higher education with a more gender diverse trades student population. 

Moreover, this study was with only two trades prograrns and, therefore, the scope did not 

include degree or di ploma prograrns within AUC. 

Only one female was enrolled in any of the 5 pre-employment trades at Atlantic 

University College. She willingly participated in the research; however, the data 

collected represent a male-dominated student sample. This may be seen as a limitation. 

Upon completion of the 2-week community work experience, I sent sumeys to 24 

employers who supervisai rny workshop participants. The purpose of my s w e y  was to 

gain employer feedback regarding my mdents' job readiness. I may have limited my 

data by having employers evaluate only one criterion; the midents' job readiness. In 
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retrospect, 1 could have developed another employer survey that asked employen to 

evaluate the job readiness of my students compared to the job readiness of someone 

simply walking in off the Street in search of employment. This might be seen as a 

limitation as well. 

One instntctor invited me to hand out my swcys minutes befow the students 

were scheduled to write a test. In so doing, my presence and the resulting postponement 

of the test may have caused some anxiety arnong survey participants. The timing was not 

appropriate in this case and this too may be a limitation. Pnor to the job readiness 

workshops, I interviewed 20 local employers in our maritime comrnunity. These 

employers were representative of the trades 1 was working with. However, the sample is 

limited to the community involved and may not apply to other communities of different 

sizes, regions, or those with major economic differences. Finally, during one of the job 

readiness workshops, one instnictor remained in the workshop as a participant. While 

his dialogue added to the content of the workshop, his presence may have restricted some 

discussion among participants. 

Assumptions 

I assumed that my past experiences as a job readiness facilitator were adequate to 

facilitating the job readiness workshops. Second, I assumed that the learning experience 

offered in my job readiness workshops was sufficient to presurne that those who attended 

could be job ready for their work experience. 1 also assumed that attendees of the job 
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readiness workshops would transfer their leaming when they participated in their work 

placement experience. In fact, this assurnption proved to be only partiaily accurate when 

data were collected after the work experience. Fourth, 1 assumed that data collected 

from employers involved in the study were representative of the respective trades locally. 

Finally, 1 assumed 1 was suffciently unbiased, due to my past experience and education 

as a master's student, to effectively analyze and interpret the data collected. 

Definition of Terms 

The following tems used throughout this thesis may require explanation. These 

are used consistently throughout al1 four chapters. 

Atlantic Univenitv CoIleee (AUQ is a pst-secondary institution that offers educational 

programming including bachelor degrees in liberal arts, business, and science. Diplornas 

in engineering and business technology as well as trades training certification are also 

offered. 

The Trades Department at Atlantic University College includes academic training for the 

following apprenticeship trades: automotive service technician (referred to in this thesis 

as "automotive"), heavy duty equipment repair for truck and transport (referred to in this 

thesis as "heavy duty?'), motor vehicle body repairer, indumial mechanical and 

millwright, and machinist training. 

T h e s g r a m  at Atlantic University College is an academic program of 

study for students interested in begiming a career in an apprenticable trade. At AUC, it 
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includes 8 months of academic study focused on government standards. Upon successful 

completion, a student is eligible to write an exam toward the achievement of Block li 

Apprenticeship. The pre-employrnent program also includes a 2-week work expenence 

component. 

Work Exmriencc in this thesis refers to a 2-week on-the-job training requirernent, which 

is a mandatory component of the pre-employment trades program at AUC. In the second 

sernester at AUC, pre-employment students are required to volunteer with an employer 

who holds journeyperson Ratus in a related trade. Usually, in three of the five pre- 

employment trades, students are required to s e m e  their own work experience. In the 

rernaining two trades, work experience oppominities are secured by the appropnate 

instructor. The terms work experience, cornmunity work expenence, and work 

placement are used interchangeably throughout this thesis. 

Job Readiness Skills Curiculum refers to a curriculum containing information relevant 

to the skills, knowledge, and attitudes necessary for a successful job search. In this 

particular study, job readiness skills include the preparation of a cover letter and a 

resurne, demonstrated job search techniques, interview skills, and a general 

understanding of employer expectations. 

A Felt Need as described by Boyle (198 1) refen to "something believed necessary by the 

individual concerne&' (p. 14243). 

Studv Group in this thesis refen to a group of individuals who receive a seMce or study 

treatment . 
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Control Group in this thesis refen to a comparison group. It means a group that does not 

receive a particular study treatment, or service, and this provides a point of comparison. 

Plan of Presentation 

Following this introductory chapter, chapter 2 presents an exploration and 

synthesis of the relevant literature. 1 first examine literature specific to learning and 

adult education because the concept of leaming constitutes the theme around which my 

study was designed. 1 then discuss the need for lifelong leaming followed by 

controversies over defining iearning. Next, I examine strategies for fostering effective 

leaming including proficiency theory, mentorîng, and enhanced motivation. 1 then 

discuss a systematic approach to program planning with particular attention given to 

evaluation. Finaliy, I review the contemporary workforce literature that directly relates 

to the learning needs of people entering the workforce. 

Chapter 3 provides a detailed presentation of the planning, implementation, and 

evaluation of my study. Chapter 4 is an analysis and interpretation of my study including 

implications, conclusions, and recomrnendations. 



In this chapter, I review literature relevant to learning and adult education. I 

review the uniqueness of adult leaming and the need for lifelong learning. 1 describe 

controvenies over various ways of defining learning, including understanding leaming 

from three theoretical perspectives. 1 then discuss ways of fostenng adult leaming. 1 

describe needs assessrnent as a means of identifjmg felt, normative, and real needs. 1 

define approaches to program planning with an emphasis on planning for evaluation and, 

finally, 1 explore the demands of the contemporary workforce as a way of understanding 

the elements necessary in planning prograrns to prepare students for the world of work. 

The Nature of Learning 

In this section I present a broad overview of leaming. 1 emphasize the need for 

lifelong leaming today within the context of a growing learning society. 1 define leaming 

fiom a variety of perspectives and theories with particular emphasis on the adult leamer. 

Need For Lifelon~ Learning Todav 

The need for continuous learning dominates society today as it never has before. 

According to Knowles (1980), the concept of lifelong leaming is central IO al1 education 

as it is a means for keeping Pace with a changing world. He contends that "'the premise 



underlying this line of thought is that in a world of accelerating change leaming must be 

a lifelong process" (p. 19). Lifelong learning is central to being prepared to meet the 

demands of an ever changing workforce. Just a generation ago, ski11 and knowledge 

acquisition could serve an employee for decades, but contemporary memben of the 

workiorce are destineci to engage in on-going ski11 and knowledge developrncnt in order 

to respond to societal changes. Cross (1981) notes: 

The speed of change affects not only the lives of individuals but also the way in 
which society handles education. Instead of parents' passing what they have 
learned to their children, children today must leam lessons never known by their 
parents. It is the rare child who l e m s  the skills for his or her livelihood from 
parents. (pp. 28-29) 

Selman and Dampier (1991) reiterate Cross's emphasis on the impact of change 

on the education system. They descnbe the effect as follows: 

The belief that one can be educated for a lifetime within the first twenty yean or 
so of one's life no longer prevails as a defensible idea in forma1 education. From 
the point of view of the individual, the rapidity, extent and omnipresence of 
change have virtually eliminated the grounds for being cornplacent about learning 
beyond one's formal education. (p. 96) 

Cross (1 98 1 ) believes that there are three influences affecting the growth of 

lifelong learning today and, thus, the growth of the learning society: technology, 

demographics, and social change. Technological change permeates ou.  education 

systern, our workforce, and our home lives. To master a ski11 means only the ability to 

apply it in its most recent technological form and to assume the same approach will 

remain current for any extended period of time is naive. Cross describes the impact of 

demographics on our learning society by exploring the effect of the baby boom 

generation who, by sheer nurnben, affect education, government, and indwtry. As she 
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notes, in the United States, "by the year 2000, the largest age goup will be 30 to 44 year 

olds, with a rising c w e  for 45 to 64 year olds" (p. 3). An increase in the adult 

population places increasing demands on adult education as this large cohort engdges in 

cornpetition for their places in the worlcforce. Cross explains that "some career ladders 

have become severely congested, forcing people to look at a number of possible 

alternatives, al1 of which have ramifications for adult education" (p. 6). Forced and 

chosen career changes, finding fulfillment duough new hobbies and lifelong leaming, or 

continued learning as a means of remaining cornpetitive in one's career, are al1 examples 

of changes that directly impact workplace learning, adult education, and society as a 

whole. 

In describing some of the social changes impacting lifelong leaming, Cross 

explains the concepts of the linear, cycle, and blended life plans. She describes the linear 

plan as one that allots time for education, work, and leisure at separate and distinct times 

throughout the life span. In this life plan, she says: "The result over time has been the 

compression of work activities into the middle years of life; nonwork time has increased 

substantially in the earlier and later yean" (p. 10). By contrat, the cycle life plan refers 

to education, work, and leisure across the life span in segments of allotted time. This is a 

life plan known in Europe as recurrent education and, in fact, some European 

governments encourage workers to take time off for education and for leisure time 

through national policies (Cross, 198 1). Akin to this approach is the blended life plan. It 

blends participation in work, education, and leisure concurrently. This is the North 

Amencan model. As Cross says: 'Higher education in the United States may soon 
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consist of a majority of leamers who have adopted a blended life plan" (p. 12). Clearly, 

the need for lifelong leaming will only increase as will the need for adults to adapt to this 

growing need. 

Candy (1991) concurs with Cross and her emphasis on the need for lifelong 

leaming. He explores lifelong learning through the process of selfairected learning. 

Candy views lifelong leaming as a way of equipping individuals with the ability to 

continue knowledge and ski11 attainment as they seek to respond to rapid social and 

technological change. In addition to the persona1 benefits derived from fostering 

lifelong, self-directed leaming endeavon through adult education, Candy describes the 

ripple effect to follow: "Into the bargain, it has been asserted that creating 'selfdirected 

learners' will improve the quality of democratic participation, and ultimately the quality 

of life, because self-directed learners must inevitably become more selfdetermining 

citizens" (p. xiii). 

It is evident that lifelong learning is a necessary and a fundamental component of 

a healthy, productive society. As argued in the literature, those engaged in lifelong 

learning are more Nfilled as they maintain Pace with a changing world. Yet, as 

Cunningham (1988) argues, to view this trend uncritically would be to abandon the very 

foundation upon which it is built. She gives waming that the lifelong leaming trend 

carries certain dangers, including the danger that dl adult leaming will become 

institutionally packaged, and cornrnodified: 

More subtle, and perhaps far more intrusive, is the social pressure exerted 
covertly withh the culture as a nom. Thus, phases such as "learning never 
ends," "the leaming society," and "lifelong learning," which in and by themseives 



appear harmless, become changed to unconscious normative imperatives 
regarding institutional education The notion that one should be hvolved in 
institutionalized education as a lifelong pursuit becomes an internalized "ought7' 
and thus subconsciously detracts fiom the voluntary nature of the educational 
activity. (p. 141) 

It is important, therefore, that the notion of lifelong learning encompasses both 

Connoversies Over Learninq 

Given the scope of adult education, it is not surprising that there exists an 

extensive diversity in the definitions of the leaming process. The perspective of an 

educator, the mandate of an institution, the influences of the leaming environment, and 

the needs of the learner al1 play significant rolcs in creating the leaming process. Selman 

and Dampier (1 99 1 ) make an important distinction between adult education and adult 

learning. They state: "Learning is the intended end-product of education. Much, if not 

most of adult learning in our society takes place outside of our education institutions and 

the programs which they offei' (p. 4). Therefore, the concept of leaming can be as vast 

as the myriad contexts in which it exists. 

The concept of adult leaming has a fascinating history dating back to at least the 

times of Plato and Aristotle, and continues to intrigue contemporary theorists today. 

Grattan (1971) traces the history of adult education and describes the Greeks' search for 

knowledge as their means of achieving moral and intellectual excellence. He describes 

the difficulty of legitimately documenting adult leaming because "until the late 18' 

century it is hardly possible to identie and discuss institutions which, by intent, were 

designed for the education of adults" (pp. 22-23). Memarn and Caffaretla (199 1) state: 
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"Onginally, learning was within the purview of philosophical investigations into the 

nature of howledge, the human mind, and what it means to how" (p. 123). They add 

that, much later, the study of leaniing expanded its parameters: "It was not until the 

nineteenth century that the study of the minci, of how people know, and, by extension, of 

behavior, became 'scientifically' investigated" (p. 124). Memam and Caffarella go on 

to explore the complexities of leaming definitions: 

A common definition fiom psychologists, especiall y those who were investigating 
the phenomenon until the 1 WOs, is that leming is a change in behavior. This 
definition, however, fails to capture some of the complexities involved-such as 
whether one needs to perform in order for leaming to have occuned or whether 
al1 human behavior is learned. (p. 124) 

The concept of learning becomes even less absolute when learning is measured not only 

by observable change in behavior, but when the capability to change behavior exists. 

Memam and Caffarella note that "the notion of change still underlies most definitions of 

leaming, although it has been modified to include the potential for change (p. 124). 

The complexity of defining learning is extended when a particular leaming theory 

is applied to the learning transaction. As will be discussed later, leaming theory 

orientations define learning according to different criteria. Behaviorists define learning 

as a change in behavior, cognitivists define leaniing as the thinking process involved in 

analyzing and retrieving stimuli, and humanias define learning fiom a holistic, student- 

centered perspective whereby learning occurs at the point when leamers are mly 

engaged in reaching their true potential. While behaviorism, cognitivism, and humanism 

are the three more common learning theories, Merriam (1988) notes: "Some writen have 

added other categories to their organization including neobehaviorism, stnicturalism, 
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developmentalism, or psychoanalysis" (p. 5). Thus, defining learning continues to grow 

in complexity and divenity. 

Knowles (1 980) describes the difference between de fining leming as an 

extemal, as compared to an intemal, process. When learning is defined as an extemal 

process, he says, it is concemed with the result oftransmiding information. in the 

extemal, he understands "learning as an almost exclusively intellectual process 

consisting of the storhg of accumulated facts in the filing drawers of the mind" (p. 55). 

From this perspective, extemal forces such as the teacher's delivery or the teaching 

materials shape the learning. However, Knowles goes on to say that "a growing body of 

research into what really happens when leaming takes place has put this traditional 

conception of leaming in senous jeopardy" (p. 55). The intemal process, he says, is 

leamer centered "including intellectual, emotional, and physiological functions" (p. 56). 

The intemalextemal debate around leaming continues to dominate much of the adult 

education teaching and program planning literanire (Caffarella, 1994). 

Clearly, defining leaming is a complex endeavor. Boucouvalas and Krupp (1989) 

state: "Adult development and leaming, then, require a multidisciplinary understanding. 

Moreover, leaming, when broadly defined, approaches synonymity with development, 

but in narrower terms takes on the character of acquiring information, knowledge, skills, 

attitude, and wisdom" (p. 184). 

I beiieve that what matten is not the attainment of agreement on a universally 

accepted definition but, rather, the acceptance that leaming does not exist in a vacuum; 

cannot be measured by using a single methodology; exists throughout the life span; and 
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impacts individual, societal, and economic growth. Defining leamhg in adult education 

also requires an understanding of learning theories. 

earning Theuries 

The study of adult education encompasses divenity with respect to participants, 

comexts, and foundations. Darkenwaid and Merriam (1982) explore th3 mjiiad issues 

inherent in a practice encompassing such versatility. They note that "there exists no 

single conceptual hrnework, no single set of basic assurnptions and principles from 

which a11 educaton view the field" (p. 35). They also contend that it is not likely that a 

single leaming perspective will ernerge as long as adult education continues to reflect our 

pluralistic society. In light of this divenity, this section explores three learning theones 

relevant to the study of adult education, including behaviorism, cognitivism, and 

hurnanr sm. 

Behaviorist theory. According to Meman and CaffiueIla ( 199 1 ), the study of 

behaviorism began in the early 1900s and is most commonly associated with Thomdike's 

stimulus-response theory, and Skinner's concept of operant conditioning. Merriam and 

CafTarella describe Thomdike's contribution to leaming theory as follows: "Using 

anirnals in controlled experirnents, Thomdike noted that through repeated trial-and-error 

leanllng, certain connections between sensory impressions or stimuli (S) and subsequent 

behavior or responses (R) are strengthened or weakened by the consequences of 

behavior" (p. 126) . Behaviorism is M e r  defined as operant conditioning with the use 

of reinforcement. As Merriam and Caffarella explain: "Reinforcement is essential to 

understanding operant conditioning. If behavior is reinforced or rewarded, the response 



is more likely to occur again under like conditions. Behavior that is not reinforced is 

likely to become less fiequent and may even disappear" (p. 127). 

Behavionst theory has been cenîral to the practice of education and training for 

generations. Memam and Caffarella contend that "the systematic design of instruction, 

behavioral objectives, notions of the instnictor's accountability, prograrnmed instruction, 

computer-assisted insîruction, competency-based education, and so on are solidly 

grounded in behavioral leaming theory" (p. 128). The role of the educator in fostenng 

adult leaming from a behaviorist perspective is in terms of controlling the learning 

environrnent to achieve desired goals. In behaviorism, Memarn and Caffarella say that 

''the teacher's role is to design an environrnent that elicits desired behavior toward 

meeting these goals and to extinguish behavior that is not desirable'' (p. 128). 

BrooWeld ( 1989) describes behaviorism in an educational setting as follows: 

The assumption behind the behaviorist paradigm is that the facilitator's task is to 
ensure that learnen attain previously defined leaming objectives, many of which 
are specified in terms of clearly observable, behavioral outcornes. Learning 
activities are sequenced so that learnen move through a sen'es of carefully 
designed, progressively complex operations. The educational activity is 
evaluated as successful to the extent that the previously defined leaming 
objectives are demonstrably achieved. (p. 202) 

He contends that this approach to education is best suited to an environment where 

objectives are clear, where accomplishrnent of such objectives can be judged againd 

agreed upon cnteria of success, and where there is a clear distinction between teacher 

and leamer expertise. 

Cross (198 1) supports the contextual appropriateness of a behaviorist approach to 

fostering adult leaming in certain situations. She notes: 



Programrned instruction, cornputer-assisted instruction, personalized systems of 
instruction (PSI) and other applications of behaviorism have been growing rapidly 
in traditional education . . . and their convenience for ofl&mpus l e m e n  plus 
their general effectiveness with wel1-motivated, self-disciplined adults makes 
them likely candidates for growth in adult education as well. (p. 233) 

It seems, therefore, that behaviorism in adult education is particuiarly useful in 

vocational addt education. Cross notes that 4bbehaviorism is fiequently the foundation 

for one of the largest segments of adult education, namely job and skills training" 

(p. 232). 

ogpitive theorv. Memam and Caffarella ( 199 1) explain cognitive theory, also 

known as information-processing theory, as having grown out of a reaction to 

behaviorism and the search for a more holistic approach to understanding leaming. 

Cognitivism, they Say, rnoves beyond the concept of stimuli-induced responses. The 

interest in cognitivism is an interest in what is involved when meaning is attached to 

processes, and when the leamer is engaged in thinking. In this leaming theory, leaming 

is no longer solely the resdt of the leamer's environment. Memam and Caffarella 

describe the evolution of cognitive theory throughout the mid to late 1900s. Gestalt 

psychologists of the mid-1900s opposed behaviorism and put an emphasis on perception, 

insight, and meaning within the leaming process. Later, cognitive theory was considered 

fiom combined behaviorist and cognitive perspectives and, subsequently, other theorists 

explored the processes of cognitive leaming in new leaming situations. Learning how to 

leam (Smith, 1982) and leaming throughout adulthood (Memarn and Caffarella, 1991) 

became the new trend for cognitivists. Memiam and Caffarella conclude that 

"cognitively oriented explmations of leaming encompass a wide range of topics. What 



unites these various approaches is the focus on interna1 mental processes that are within 

the leamer's control" (p. 131). 

soc theow. "he learning theory some (e.g., Daioz, 1986; Knowles, 1980) 

say is the most closely aligned to adult education pnnciples is humanism. It encapsulates 

student-centeredness and a firm belief in leamers' growth potential. Merriam and 

Caffarella ( 1991) discuss the contributions of Maslow (1 970) and Rogers (1983) to the 

understanding of human needs and motivation in this theory which leads to personal 

growth and development. Rogers's theory emphasizes the importance of learner- 

centeredness in leaming. Maslow's hiemrchy of needs describes an understanding of 

motivation when an individual sequentially meets basic to more complex needs. 

According to Maslow, the ultimate need is self-actualization. Memam and Caffarella 

-te: "The motivation to l e m  is inninsic; it emanates fiom the leamer. For Maslow 

self-actualization is the goal of learning and educaton should strive to bring this about" 

(p. 133). 

In Candy 's ( 199 1 ) explanation of humanistic education, he describes the 

humanistic approach as one with a view to exploring the goodness in people. He 

explains that early humanists studied people in their naturai surrounding and "as a result, 

they formulated a more cornplete, comprehensive, and compassionate view of individual 

human performance" (p. 40). BrooMieId (1 989) describes the assumptions underpiming 

the practice of humanism as follows: 

The activity of facilitating leaming is conceived as being essentiaily 
collaborative, with strong emphasis on leamers and teaches negotiating 
objectives, methods, and evaluative criteria. Facilitators in this tradition respect 



the integnty of learners and gmnt lemers' interests and demands a great deal of 
validity. (p. 203) 

Furthemore, Cross (198 1) conceptualizes the idea that "humanists assume that there is a 

natural tendency for people to l e m  and that learning will flourish if nourishing, 

encouraging envkonments are provided" (p. 228). Accordingly, in the humanist 

tradition, it is the role of the responsive educator to provide an environment conducive to 

learning as a rneans of facilitating the learner's growth potential. 

In order for an educator to be truly responsive to the learning needs of an 

individual, an understanding of the uniqueness of adult learners is imperative. The next 

section will explore some of the major characteristics of adult leamers. 

Characteristics of Adults as Leamers 

Much has been wrinen on adult characteristics in adult education (e-g., Knox, 

1986; M e m m  & Caffarella, 199 1). Knowles ( 1980) presents a foudational humanist 

model of teaching that he terms andragogy. It illuminates four characteristics that 

distinguish adults from children in their leaming and provides reasons why one should 

teach adults differently From children. The four assumptions include the notions that 

1) selfdirectedness increases with rnatwity, 2) that life experience is a valuable leaming 

resource, 3) that adults are eager to leam relevant to their social roles, and 4) that adult 

lemers are interested in knowledp acquisition that they perceive to be immediately 

applicable. 

Cross (1981), in her Characteristics of Adults as Leamers (CAL) model, gives 

two classes of charactenstics: persona1 characteristics and situational characteristics. 



Personal characteristics refer to a continuum of descripton related to the leamer 

hcluding physiological (aging), sociocultural (life phases), and psychological 

(developmental stages). Situational characteristics are defined as dichotomies descnbing 

the conditions under which the leaming is taking place including, part-tirne versus Ml- 

time leamng, and voluntafy versus compdsory iearning. As Cross explains, personal 

and situational characteristics account for differences in learning in adulthood from 

learning in childhood. 

The CAL mode1 provides a framework for undentandhg the significance of 

timing on the learning choices made by adults. As Cross explains, aging factors, life 

phases, and both chosen and serendipitous social contexts can determine the rationale for 

an adult's engagement in iearning. From a deveiopmental perspective, Cross suggests 

that understanding each personal characteristic descnbed in the CAL model is a means of 

being a responsive educator. In this model, an aduit educator can create an environment 

conducive to learning by responding to a leamer's personal characteristics. For instance, 

Cross States, in relation to being responsive to aging factors, that "the physiological 

continuum calls for an educational stance that is largely adaptive and adjustive" (p. 239). 

A program planner who considers the physiological stages of adult learners may plan to 

use participants' life experiences as integral to program content. Furthemore, an adult 

educator's understanding of the sociocultural continuum offen an opportunity to 

capitalize on teachable moments. As Cross concludes: 

Because the greatest oppominities for learning occur at transition points, the 
educator's stance on this dimension is adjustive in the sense that educators who 



understand the life phase being lefi behind and the one to corne can design 
learning experiences to aid in the transition to a new phase of the life cycle. 
(P. 240) 

With regard to the educator's role in responding to the psychological continuum, 

Cross States: "My personal evaluation of the theory and research convinces me that the 

role of the educator on this continuum of CAL should be descnbed as challenger" 

(p. 240). She describes her rationale as follows: 

If one accepts a hierarchy of developmental stages, and if one believes that the 
role of educators is to help each individual develop to the highest possible level, 
then the role of educators is to challenge the leamer to move to increasingly 
advanced stages of persona1 development. This may mean creating the 
motivation for learning through making the learner uncornfortable in her present 
assumptions. She is thus forced to examine her present assumptions and to 
redefine and reshape them at increasingly higher levels of development. (p. 240) 

In surn, responsive adult education c m  foster learning when adult educators 

utilize knowledge of adult learning characteristics to accommodate, stimulate, and 

motivate adult leamers. Understanding learning and appreciating its place in adult 

education is irnperative to facilitating adult learning in contemporas, society. 

Strategies for Fostering Learning 

To this point, this review has identified the need for lifelong learning, discussed 

some of the major controvenies around leadng, described three leaming theories, and 

explored the uniqueness of adults as leamen. Putting some of these points into practice 

typically leads to strategies for ways to foster adult learning. While the adult education 
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literature is replete with strategies for t e a c b g  and fostering learning, following are three 

of the most significant in the literature. 

Knox (1986) gives a theory for understanding the rationale for why adults l em,  

and tems it proficiency theory. it is based on the pnnciples of khaviorism. This thzoq 

postdates that adults engage in learning because there exists a discrepancy between 

cunent and desired proficiencies. Proficiency theory offen a guide to adult educaton to 

help them be responsive to leamen' needs. As Knox explains: "The most valuable 

information you can obtain in order to help adults leam is about their pertinent current 

proficiencies (knowledge, skills, attitudes)" (p. 6). Knox further states that "a 

developmental perspective heips explain how adults acquire their learning style, what 

prompts leaming activities, and how teaching style cm both accommodate learning style 

and guide its M e r  evolution" (p. 2 1). 

Knox (1977) identifies the impact of situational characteristics on learning in his 

reference to interrelationships between the leamer and the context of the leamer's life. 

He sums up the significance of this impact on adult leamhg as follows: "Understanding 

the impact of societal contexts on adult development cm help practitionea comprehend 

the stimuli that adults of various ages perceive, just as understanding the physiological 

trends of adulthood can help them comprehend adult responses" (p. 15). Knox states 

that "most of adult leaming occurs outside educational institutions" (p. 5). For this 

reason, he supports the need for an understanding of adult leaming developmea He 

contends that a better understanding of adult leaming development will enhance an adult 



educaton' ability to foster learning and he surnmarizes the potential of an effective 

leaniing encounter as follows: 

From the first session to the last, the teachingflearning transaction is the dynamic 
core of helping adults leam. The satisfaction that you and participants gain fiom 
the program experience depends on how you use questions and examples, provide 
practice opportunities, sequence activities for progression, Pace the program, give 
positive reiatercement, and allow for program evaluation that proviaes usefui 
feedback to you and to participants. (1986, p. 8-9) 

Proficiency theory can be an invaluable perspective for fostering adult leaming. 

As Knox States: "Most adults cm leam almost anythmg they want to if they are willing to 

devote enough time and attention and if they receive some assistance" (p. 2 1 ). 

Daloz (1986) approaches the facilitation of adult leaming fiom a humanistic 

perspective. He uses mentoring as a facilitation strategy: 

For when the aim of education is understood to be the development of the whole 
person-rather than knowledge acquisition, for instance-the central element of 
good teaching becomes the provision of care rather than use of teaching skills or 
transmission of knowledge. (p. xvii) 

Daloz describes the role of a mentor in adult education as a guide on an educational 

joumey. He depicts the mentor's task as one requiring an understanding of the individual 

goals of students and as responsive formulation of instruction to assist in the 

achievernent of such goals. He argues that a mentor acts as a catalyst to spark internally 

induced m i t i o n s .  Daloz says there are connections to transition stages in adult 

developrnent that align mentonng with developmental theory: "Rather than see 

intelligence as a fixed condition, developmentalists suggest that we all have the potential 

to evolve toward increasingly integrated and differentiated ways of making sense of the 



world" (p. 48). From a developmental perspective, it is the role of the mentor to 

effectively guide this evolution, according to Daloz. 

Daloz contends that an understanding of the directions of growth throughout the 

life span allows a mentor to facilitate such growth. A significant perspective inherent in 

the concept oimentorship is the notion rhat mentors facilitate growth, as opposed to 

merely transfemng information. Mentors empower midents to engage in critical 

reflection and evaluation as they make conscious choices about directions in their 

development. He States that "insights always shine brightest for those who have them, 

that truth is a word we give to a pattern that makes sense to us" (p. 23). 

Daloz argues that while menton teach in the traditional sense of the word by 

providing information, giving advice, and then testing the outcornes, mentorship also 

requires a more indepth teaching investment: 

Yet if we are serious when we assert that education is most successful when 
students "grow", that it is intellectual development we are about rather than 
simple knowledge acquisition, then the evidence is strong that emotional 
engagement must be a part of the leaming process. The recognition that passion 
is central to leaming and the capacity to provide emotional suppon when it is 
needed are hallmarks that distinguish the good mentor from the mediocre teacher. 
(pp. 32-33) 

As Daloz says, menton represent what lies ahead for the protégé in an educational 

context. They can be living symbols of accomplishment in what cm be viewed as a 

temfjmg, unknown fhre challenge for the adult student. Menton cm embody wisdom 

for the student, but both mentor and protégé mua be aware that the ongin of growth 

belongs to the leamer, for "no human being can be a source, and for either mentor or 



protégé to believe as much is to lead the journey dangerously astray or abort it 

aitogether" (p. 30). 

As a caveat, Daloz reminds addt educators that we see only a segment 

of the developmental journey of our midents and must broaden our perspective to 

include where they have corne fiom and where they may go. He states: 

Because stage changes take years to accomplish, we generally see our students 
only during brief sections of their passages. Our task is not to peg them into 
particuiar stages but rather to see them in their movement and to help them 
understand what may lie ahead. (p. 68) 

Wlodkowski and Enhancine Adult Motivation to Learn 

Understanding the concept of motivation and how it applies to adult learning is 

another critical aspect in fostering leaming. Motivation in education is concemed with 

whether or not adults want to l e m  and directly impacts the leaming encounter for both 

instnictor and Ieamer. Wlodkowski (1993) explains strategies for motivating learners 

premised on the humanistic notion that al1 individuals are rnotivated. He argues that 

motivation is not an either-or state of being. By enhancing motivation througb effective 

facilitation, the desired outcomes for both the student and the instmctor are more likely 

There is much controversy smounding the concept of motivation because it is 

not tangible and cannot be measured. However, Wlodkowski notes: 

Most psychologists concemed with learning and education use the word 
motivation to describe those processes that can (a) a r o w  and instigate behavior, 
(b) give direction or purpose to behavior, (c) continue to allow behavior to 
penist, and (d) lead to choosing or preferring a particular behavior. (p. 2) 
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As has been seen, undentanding behavior and incorporating such into approaches to 

helping adults l e m  is key to being an effective adult educator. 

Wlodkowski discusses a youth study conducted by Uguroglu and Walberg in 1979 

which provided a macro-analysis of 637,000 students in 40 studies with 232 correlations 

of motivation and academic learning. The study results indicated that 98% of the 

correlation between motivation and academic achievement were positive. However, 

more important to adult motivation were results which showed that motivation to leam in 

an academic setting increased with age. In support of this theory, Wlodkowski turns to 

other sources to define the adult leamer's approach to leaming opportunities and says: "It 

can be generalized, therefore, that adults by definition, learning theory, and social 

research are responsible people who seek to build their self-esteem through pragmatic 

leaming activities in which their cornpetence is enhanced" (p. 6). This is fundamentally 

a humanistic position. 

In planning for responsive education, Wlodkowski suggests there are four 

cornerstones of excellence for a motivating instnictor, which include: expertise, empathy, 

enthusiasm, and clarity (p. 17). He suggests that expertise motivates leamers because it 

signals to the leamer that the instnictor has something beneficial to offer. In addition, he 

believes that expertise allows the instructor to be more flexible in the context of teaching 

and, thus, more responsive. Ernpathy enhances motivation because, by seeing through 

the eyes of the leamer, the instructor is better able to define and respond to the learner's 

needs. Enùiusiasm motivates by sheer osmosis. As he explains, an enthusiastic educator 

stimulates enthusiasm within leamers. Finally, clarity contributes to motivation in that it 
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ensures that information is understandable and organized-aspects that are significant to 

the notion that individuais l e m  what they understand. Wodkowski offers a note of 

encouragement to instnictors with his belief that these characteristics are not necessarily 

innate. He notes that "as instnictorj, our most advantageous approach to these building 

blocks is to see hem as skills and not as abstractions or personality traits. They can be 

learned and they can be improved upon through practice and effort" (p. 17). 

Since there is no single theory of motivation, Wlodkowski uses strategies fiom 

numerous motivational theories to illustrate what he views to be the six major factors 

that impact motivation: attitudes, needs, stimulation, affect, cornpetence, and 

reinforcement (p. 45). Attitudes impact motivation because attitudes affect behavior, 

and behavior affects leaming. As Wlodkowski notes: 

Attitudes are powerful influences on human behavior and learning because they 
help people make sense of their world and give cues as to what behavior will be 
most helpfid in dealing with that world . . . . Attitudes help us to feel safe around 
things that are initially unknown to us. Attitudes also help us to anticipate and 
cope with recunent events. (p. 46) 

Since attitudes are leamed predispositions resulting from experience, attitudes can be 

changed as the result of experience. It is, therefore, the role of an effective educator to 

be attentive to the variety of predispositions that adults bnng to leaming encounters as 

the result of life experiences and be aware of their impact on individual learning. 

Wodkowski also descrîbes needs. Needs, as he explains if are intemal forces 

pushing a person toward a general goal. When the need is strong, it is &en accornpanied 

by pressure to achieve the goal. When needing to achieve the goal is combined with 

wanting to achieve the goal, there exists a desire for achievement. As Wlodkowski says: 



When adults need and desire what they are learning, they will tend to be highly 
motivated. uistnictors can influence motivation based on need by being sensitive 
to apparent needs and by formulating how and what they present to adult learners 
in a manner that gratifies those needs. (p. 48) 

Wlodkowski says that adult educators can foster adult leaming by appreciating learners' 

needs and desires. He believes that adult educaton "cm intemi@ the adults' desire for 

leaming by applying motivational strategies that enhance what the learners want to 

acquire through their participation" (p. 49). 

Wlodkowski defines stimulation, h s  third major factor, as "any change in our 

perception or experience with our environment that makes us active" (p. 5 1). 

Stimulation is significant to learning in that if a learner is not drawn to instruction, 

boredom sets in and attention is lured away fiom the leaming activity. Stimulation is 

important to adult learnen. As was seen in Cross's (1981) CAL rnodel, education is 

seldom the sole responsibility of adult learnen and, thus, there are numerous other 

stimuli for which attention cm be demanded in the learning process. 

Wlodkowski's fourth factor is emotion. Understanding the impact of emotions 

on learning is also important, he says, because "no leaming takes place in a vacuum. 

Learners feel something while leaming, and those emotions c m  motivate their behavior 

in a number of different directions" (1993, p. 52). Wlodkowski describes the impact 

emotion has on addt education as follows: 

Because adult learning so often deals with success and failure in achievernent and 
accomplishment activities, the personal feelings of these learners are continually 
rampant as they react to their progress or lack of it. The emotional state of an 
adult at a particular instance of leaming is a significant idluence. (p. 53) 

A responsive instnictor will utilize emotional affect to optimize learning encounters. 



According to Wlodkowski, planning oppomuiities for students to develop 

competency is another consideration for uistnictors when they are trying to create 

environments to foster adult leaming. Wlodkowski describes competence as "the 

concept or major motivational factor that describes our innate desire to take the initiative 

and effectively act upon our environment rather than remaining passive and allowing the 

environment to control and determine our behavior" (p. 55). Cornpetence affects 

leaming when individuals feel a sense of accomplishment and are motivated to continue. 

Cornpetence directly affects self-confidence in that self-confidence is increased each 

time a feeling of self-dnven accomplishrnent is realized. This, in hm, leads to more 

learning and funher competence, which increases self-confidence. It is the instructor's 

role to create environments conducive to competency and selfconfidence building, 

according to Wlodliowski. 

Wlodkowski's notion of reinforcement, the sixth and final factor, emulates 

behaviorist leaming theory. This point is premised on the notion that learners display 

behaviors to elicit responseç fiom insmictors, and those behaviors that receive positive 

reinforcement ccntinue while those that receive negative reinforcement diminish. 

Positive reinforcers which exist in learning environments include good grades, high test 

scores, awards, and instructor attention. Negative reinforcers include penalties, 

disapproval fiom the instructor, or threats. While careful use of positive reinforcen cm 

be effective, use of negative reinforcers, according to Wlodkowski, is potentially 

dangerous. He explains that, "in general, adults in ths culture do not respond well when 
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they know or feel their leanllng is coerced. Consequentiy, their motivation for leaming 

under such conditions tends to diminish over time" (p. 58). 

Wlodkowski suggests that while al1 motivational factors will not have the sarne 

effect on d l  learners, planning for the use of motivational strategies can be key to 

effectively engaging students in leaming encounters as a means of helping them fulfill 

their learning potential. 

In sumrnary, understanding the potential for using strategies for fostering learning 

and the nature of learners' motivation can lead to an enhancement of the learning 

transaction. The next section explores the prograrn planning process and serves to 

complement the literature on fostering leaming in adult education. 

Needs Assessmen t 

The adult education program planning literature devotes considerable attention to 

needs assessrnent and presents it as a central component of program planning. 

Fundamental to most of these models is involving learners in the planning process, 

particularly in the identification of their felt needs. However, leamer needs are not the 

only consideration in needs assessment, as seen next. 

Felt Needs. Normative Needs. and Real Needs 

Boyle ( 198 1) describes a need that is motivated by a want or desire as a "felt 

need" (p. 142). Knowles (1 980) is in agreement with this description. He argues that 

adult leamers are prirnarily voluntary learners and, as such, they choose involvement in 
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learning activities based on what they feel will be appropriate to their needs. Knowles 

focuses on leamer interests, his term for felt needs. Knowles contrasts learner interests 

with educational needs. Educational needs, according to Knowles, are "something 

people ought to l e m  for their own good, for the good of an organization, or for the good 

of society" (p. 88). Boyle (1981) refers to these educational "oughts" as normative 

needs, or standards. Knowles (1980) points out that it is sornetimes the role of the 

program planner to facilitate or encourage an interest in an educational need arnong 

learnen. However, between felt needs and educational needs lies what Knowles t e n s  as 

"real need," and what Boyle (1 98 1) calls "the gap between what is and what could be" 

(p. 146). Knowles (1980) explains that "in fact perhaps the highest expression of the art 

of the adult educator is skill in helping adults to discover and become interested in 

meeting their real needs" (p. 82). 

Caffarella (1 994) describes the use of a forma1 needs assessment to uncover 

educational needs and felt needs. She suggests that ,'the focus of the assessment is not on 

solutions for specific problems but on clarifjmg and defining the problem" (p. 75). 

Similar to Knox's (1986) proficiency theory, needs assessrnent can provide data 

representative of the discrepancy between current and desired cornpetencies. Needs 

assessment can also identiS, felt and educational needs. Boone (1985) also suggests that 

astute program planners can use needs assessrnent to identify both felt and unfelt needs. 

He States that "an important aspect of the educator's job, perhaps the pivota1 aspect, is 

the capability to perceive relationshi ps arnong expressed needs and to envision 

relationships to needs that might be present but are not expressed (p. 134). For Boone, 
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felt needs are ofien expressed, while unfelt needs are not typically expressed and require 

careful needs identification. The identification of felt, nomative, and real needs 

presents challenges for a program planner to understand existing cornpetencies, to have 

clear criteria and long term objectives, and to bring appropriate strategies to address the 

complexities of a thorough needs assessment. 

Program plannen often use a range of needs assessment tools, including 

observation, survey questionnaires, interviews, and conversations (Caffarella, 1994). 

Central to needs assessment literature, however, is not the tools but the engagement of 

the ieamer. In summary, there is broad agreement that beginning a program plan that 

incorporates participant input increases the likelihood of participant involvernent and 

motivation, program relevancy, and overail success. However, felt needs, educational 

needs, and real needs are al1 important in successfùl program planning. 

Program Planning 

The adult education literature devotes specific attention to program planning. 

Upon review, it becomes apparent that program planning is an unfolding process 

requiring pre-, pst-, and ongoing interventions. Some believe the planning process is as 

integral to the success of adult education programming as is the content of the program. 

Murk and Wells (1 986), for instance, state that "the program plan and design that 

program coordinaton utilize and implement may be the ultimate cause and reason for 

success or failure [of a mident in a program]" (p. 3). 



&proaches to Pro-mm Planning 

Caffarella, ( 1 994)- a si gni ficant author in program planning, defines the stnicme 

of program planning models as either open or closed systems. Closed systems are well 

defined and predictable, as opposed to open systems which account for the impact of 

external factors. 

Caffarella contrasts the linear mode1 of program planning that follows a 

sequencing of steps with her own interactive model. Her interactive model is an open 

system and she advocates it because she believes that "program plannen often work with 

a number of planning cornponents and tasks at the same time and not necessarily in any 

standard order" (p. 17). Linear models of program planning typically reflect classical 

stepby-step program planning. The classical approach to prograrn planning usually 

incorporates five basic planning steps in the following sequence: conducting a needs 

assessment, setting learning objectives, choosing methods and resources, 

implementation, and evaluation. Caffarella suggests that a linear, stepby-step, approach 

does not accurately reflect the full reality of prograrn planning in terms of the total 

number of prograrn planning tasks. She presents her alternative interactive approach, 

saying program planners need to "conceptualize program planning as a process that 

consists of a set of interacting dynarnic elernents or components and decision points" 

(P. 8)- 

Cervero and Wilson (1994) would agree that a linear, classical approach to 

program planning is too simplistic and they go M e r  in stating that it disregards 

consideration for external pressures that impact planning. Cervero and Wilson argue that 



democratic planning calls for a negotiation of interests among those directly and 

indirectly affected by program planning. They suggest that it is the responsibility of the 

program planner to understand and respond to the political environment in which 

planning is taking place. They state: "If plmers have good intentions but are not 

politically astute, they are likely to become martyrs or saints, not responsible educators" 

(P. 5). 

The Svstems A ~ ~ r o a c h  Model. in 1986, Murk and Wells presented an overview 

of the program planning literature, comprised of program planning reviews by Sork and 

Buskey (1 986), Murk and Galbraith ( l986), and Boone (1 985). Murk and Wells state 

that "a conclusion or observation that the writers derived fiom the review of the literature 

. . . is that al1 of the models reviewed and analyzed to date still held to the notion of a 

sequential linear process of program planning and development" (p. 7). 

In response to the limitations of linear program models, Murk and Wells present 

the Systems Approach Model (SAM) based on rnodels previously developed by 

McKinley and Smith (1965), McKinley (1980), and Smith (1982). Components of this 

model include the following: (a) needs assessment, (b) instructional planning and 

development, (c) administration and budget information, (d) implementation of the 

program, and (e) evaluation. They argue that utilizing al1 five components is necessary 

to ensure success and that '?he model has been tested and proven effective in several 

program planning experiences and has received positive evaluations toward providing 

and achieving desired outcornes of successful adult and continuing education programs" 

(p. 8). They contend that the Systems Approach Model for program planning addresses 
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the need for a program planning prototype which includes creativity, flexibility, and 

meets the needs of administrators, uistructors, p l m e n  and participants. They explain 

that the Systems Approach Mode1 "may be viewed as a wholistic approach to the entire 

prograrn planning-teaching or leaming process as well as a complete planning process in 

itself' (p. 17). ïhis mode1 accounts for the dynamic components of needs assessment, 

objective setting, administrative details, and evaluation. 

godcal Approach. As mentioned earlier, Knowles ( 1980) has provided the 

field with one of the touchstone theories of adult education. It is based on humanist 

principles. Using andragogy, which he originally defined as the art and science of 

helping adults learn (p. 43), Knowles discusses program planning with a strong emphasis 

on participant involvement as a means of enhancing cornmitment by participants. As he 

explains: "Teachers of adults who do al1 the planning for their midents, who corne into 

the classroom and impose preplanned activities on them, typically experience apathy, 

resentment, and probably withdrawal" (p. 48). In this approach, the plamer's role is to 

utilize resources to facilitate the learning process. Knowles gives the following steps in 

this andragogical approach: (a) set the climate, (b) involve learnen in mutual planning, 

(c) involve participants in diagnosing their own needs, (d) involve leamen in setting 

objectives, (e) involve leamers in designing leamhg plans, ( f )  help learners carry out 

leaming plans, and (g) involve learnen in evaluating. 

Brooffield (1990) also strongly supports the notion of participant involvement. 

He suggests that when planners and participants share in the planning process, leamers 

are more likely to engage in the learning process. He States that "[involvement] removes 



some of their fear of the unknown, makes students feel respected and valued, and 

increases the likelihood of your teaching having some meaning for them" (pp. 155-56). 

The Interactive Planning Model. Caffarella has contributed to the literanire with 

her Interactive Planning Model (1994). Mentioned earlier, it is based on classical and 

contemprw planning approaches, addt Iearning theory, and real life experiencrs. 

While her planning model encompasses 11 specific steps, it differs fiom Murk and 

Wells's (1986) Systems Approach Model in that her model depends entirely on the 

uniqueness of the planning task. It has parallels, instead, with andragogy and Knowles's 

planning model. She explains that since so many dynamics are at play during the 

planning process that "the key to using this model of program planning is flexibility" 

(P. 19). 

The components of the interactive model are as follows: (a) establish a basis for 

the planning process, (b) identi. program ideas, (c) sort and priontize progam ideas, 

(d) develop program objectives, (e) prepare for the transfer of learning, (0 formulate 

evaluation plans, (g) determine formats, schedules, and staff needs, (h) prepare budgets 

and marketing plans, (i) design instructional plans, (j) coordinate fafilities and on-site 

events and, (k) comrnunicate the value of the program. The effectiveness of the 

interactive model rests in the six assumptions upon which it is built. These assumptions 

are: (a) that the focus should be on what participants learn and the resulting change, 

(b) the planning should both be predetemined and unpredictable, (c) planning must be 

flexible because it is interactive, (d) planning needs to be a cooperative effort, (e) the 



planning process involves coordination on the part of the planner, and (f) trial and error 

is often assumed 

The value of Caffarella's interactive mode1 is the notion that planning a program 

requires a logical procedural plan within a flexible framework. Accepting that flexibility 

is inevitable accounts for the cornplexities of pumng a theory into practice. Caffarella 

believes that "planning and evaluating educational program for adult learners is both an 

organized and haphazard endeavor" (p. 1) involving a methodical approach 

accompanied by the ability to react as the process evolves. 

Evaluation 

Evaluation is integral to any successful program planning process. CafTarella 

( 1994) defines evaluation as '-a process used to detennine whether the design and 

delivery of a program were effective and whether the proposed outcornes were met" 

(p. 1 19). In linear program planning models based on a stepby-step approach, 

evaluation tends to be the final step in the process. Evaluation conducted upon 

completion of an intervention is hown as sumrnative evaluation. Evaluation as an 

ongoing activity during a program is referred to as formative evaluation, and is more 

representative of Caffarella's flexible program planning approach where penodic 

evaluation can impact the process while it is taking place. 

As noted, formal planning for evaluation is critical to the planning process. In 

addition, Caffarella argues: 

Althouph most models of program planning advocate a formal or systematic 
process of evaluating programs, informal and ofien unplanned evaluation 



opportunities are also very useful; and in some cases, in fact, they are a critical 
part of a program planner's responsibilities. (p. 124) 

One of the first researchers in the field, Houle (1972) established the need for 

continuous evaluation as a means for being responsive. He States that ''the execution of a 

program is never merely the working out of a design already made in preparation for an 

evaluation which will corne later. It is tirne of both accomplishment of plans and their 

constant readjustrnent" (p. 182). Murk and Walls (1 997) later supported this notion, 

arguing that "continuous evaluation and follow-up functions are the core to successful 

program planning" (p. 1 1 ). 

Sork (1988) has written on the ethical issues in evaluation. He gives a warning to 

the program plamer who uncritically evaiuates success based on the achievement of 

learning outcomes alone: 

It can be argued, however, that because there are so many variables influencing 
what is lemed during a program, and because adults enter programs with their 
own ideas of what they should learn, the practice of specibng outcomes 
misrepresents the complexity of the learning transaction. The acr of speciQing 
objectives can preempt the deveiopment of other capabilities that might be of 
more value to the leamer. (p. 4 1 ) 

For Sork, identifying learning outcomes is central to effective, ethical program planning 

practice. Nonetheless, he agrees that success is influenced by a variety of variables and: 

as such, requires consideration of the multiple forces influencing desired outcomes. 

It is evident fiom the literature that evaluation, whether formative or summative, 

is critical to the planning process. Formative evaluation offen oppomuiity for in- 

process adjustments as a means of being responsive, while summative evaluation is a 
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means of measuring completion of program objectives with the potential for changing 

future programs or the systems that deliver them. 

Program planning in adult education incorporates a wide variety of adult learning 

principles. Consideration of leaming and teaching styles, planning for the transfer of 

learning, involving participants in the planning process, and responding to participants' 

needs, are some of the elements of program planning relative to adult education. The 

next section explores the process of planning programs to facilitate the job readiness of 

students. 

Helping Students Lmrn in Preparation for the Workforce 

I address issues surrounding contemporary workforce changes in this section. In 

addition, 1 discuss employability skills required of responsive, aspiring rnemben of the 

workforce. 

Resmndin~ to Changes in Demoeraphics and Technolow 

Cross (1981) rnakes the case that demographics play a role in understanding the 

growth of our leaming society. Foot and Stof ian  (1996) use demographics to make 

predictions about the future of the Canadian economy. Of particular significance is their 

view of the firtwe of the workforce. 

As Foot and Stoffman look back to the 1960s, they see a decline in population at 

that time that resulted in a decline in entry level workforce participants. This, they Say, 

weakened the base of the traditional hierarchical corporate structure. Advances in 



information technology also contributed to a pyramid shift as rnidde managers- 

traditionally senring communication roles between upper and lower management-were 

replaced by technology. They explain this technological impact as follows: "This 

function could now be done more directly and more quickly, but not necessarily more 

effectively, without human intermedianes" (p. 60). They contend that the rnid-1980s 

was a transition point for the corporate workforce in Canada. They go on to descnbe the 

'80s as displaying "plateauing" or "career blocking" trends and explain this decade as a 

tirne when worken no longer saw opportunities for advancement. They view this era of 

stagnation as occuning due to the impact of two forces: changing demographics and 

technological advances 

Plateauing was a result of demographic change intensified by the rapid 
development of labour-saving technology. In the mid-1990s, corporations are 
still engaged in the painful process of remalring themselves to adjust to these 
profound changes. At the sarne Ume, the nature of work, both within and outside 
the corporate world, is being redefined. (p. 57) 

Foot and S t o h a n  explain the historical impact demographics had on the 

workforce. The increase in population resulting From the baby boom generation created 

an increase in the number of newcomers to the workforce. Over the years, this increase 

created what he refen to as a pyramid corporate stnicture. The rnajority of worken 

create the base of the pyramid and the pyramid narrows upwards toward rniddle and top 

management positions. By the late 1980s and early 1990s, the resuit of demographics 

and technological advances saw a flattening of the traditional hierarchical work pyramid 

and, consequently, changes in career paths occurred within the workforce. These 

continue to today according to Foot and Stoffman. 
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They also describe four types of corporate career paths that have emerged since 

the 1960s, including linear (starting at the bottom and working toward the top), spiral 

(spiraling toward the top through a mixture of promotions and lateral moves), steady- 

state (a single occupation throughout life), and transitory (having a number of different 

careen throughout li fe). As the y explain: 

in the future, the fastest-growing career paths will be the spiral and the transitory, 
although the steady-state career path will always be with us. These two paths best 
fit the new economy being shaped in the mid-1900s and beyond by demographic 
and technological change. (p. 62) 

This new order of career paths dramatically affects the nature of learning in that 

lifelong leaming bas become inherent to spiral and transitory career paths. New 

occupations and responsibilities require oew leaming. The contemporary perception of a 

valuable employee mut reflect these changing structures. Foot and Stoffman believe 

that spiral and transitory career paths require generalists who can adapt quickly to 

change. They state that "the person who can offer a range of services within a broad 

specialty is the one most likely to prosper in the organization and economy of the future" 

The sentiments of authoe such as Foot and Stofian (1996) and Even, Rush, and 

Berdrow (1 998) are echoed by the Corporate Council on Education in a publication by 

the Conference Board of Canada. As mentioned earlier, this Board's research on the 

necessary foundational skills in a hi@-quality workforce is revealing. The Conference 

Board of Canada is an independent, applied research organization cornprised of over 600 
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members fiom Canadian business, govemment, and the public sector who collect and 

disseminate information relevant to the Canadian and global economies. In 1997, the 

Conference Board of Canada produced a booklet with the help of the Corporate Council 

on Education listing generic skills, attitudes, and behaviors identified in the worWorce as 

representing those qualities that employers look for in new employees. According to this 

research, these are also the qualities employen want trainen to emphasize in their 

training programs for employees. The skills, attitudes and behaviors are summarized in 

the Conference Board's Employability Skills Profile (1 997). This skills profile divides 

the listing of critical skills required in the workforce into three components. First are the 

academic skills, referring to the necessary foundational abilities. Second are persona1 

management skills comprising skills, attitudes, and behaviors; and third are teamwork 

skills descnbed as those qualities needed to work with others. 

Academic skills are made up of communication skills, thinking skills, and the 

abilities hvolved in leaming to leam. Personal management skills include a positive 

attitude, behavior reflective of a strong work ethic, and demonstrated responsibility in the 

workplace. Teamwork skills include the ability to work as part of a group to contribute 

to a collective goal. 

In addition to this three-part range of skills and attitudes, Tetreault (1997) 

reinforces the need for an emphasis on transferable skills for adult education and 

training. He adds this while arguing that transferable skills are necessary for any aspiring 

employee to be prepared for the demands of a contemporary workforce. He believes that 

traditional adult education has emphasized basic academics while neglecting applied 
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skills-a situation that has left some workers poorly prepared to retain employrnent. He 

suggests that %e workers did not fail; the c k c d u m s  that prepared them for the ' r d  

world did not prepare them for the daily interactive communication, planning, and social 

skills necessary to fit in long-term in these jobs" (p. 10). In support of this argument, 

Tetreault notes two American employability skills inventories developed by the U.S. 

Department of Labor and by the Amencan Society for Training and Development that 

address the needs of the contemporary workforce. He rernarks that "although both 

inventories use slightly different terminology, they both highlight personal responsibility, 

problem solving, communication skills, and tearnwork, the hallmarks that labor and 

industry are now calling for" (p. 1 1 ). 

It is evident from the literature that preparing students for the workforce requires 

the facilitation of learning and this, in tum, reflects the changing workplace. Students 

need to be aware of, and respond to, the needs of a contemporary workforce. Students 

entering the world of work must be able to a&pt and engage in selfsxploration to 

identiQ and articulate a multitude of ski11 sets. Most importantly, those who facilitate 

the job readiness of students mus encourage continuous personal and professional 

growth among their leamers. 

Summary of the Literature 

Adult education has played an iduential role in the development of Canadian 

and American economies. The education of adults continues to receive widespread 
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attention as technological, demographic, and social changes dictate the demand for 

continue4 lifelong leaming. Understanding the addt learning process is integral to 

being a successfid, responsive facilitator of adult learning and this takes on some urgency 

when one reviews the recent workplace literature. 

The concept of leaning in adulthood is concemed with how adults acquire, 

assimilate, and utilize new knowledge. Learning is a cornplex activity encompassing a 

multitude of definitions and controversies. There exists within the study of adult 

education a variety of leaniing theones that provide paradigms for understanding 

learning in adulthood. Behaviorist, cognitive, and humanistic theories are three which 

provide perspectives from which a responsive facilitator of learning can understand and 

guide the learning process. Being a responsive adult educator requires an understanding 

of what motivates adults to l e m  and which facilitation strategies can enhance learner 

success. In addition, being aware of the issues and opportmities afforded by effective 

program planning is fundamental to optimizing learning encounters. 

As industry struggles to keep pace with changing technoiogy, employees find 

themselves responding to constant change and engaging in on-going learning. Those 

who aspire to become workforce participants must recognize the need to be skilled both 

in theory and persona1 management. Likewise, those facilitating leaming in preparation 

for the workforce require an understanding of the contemporary workforce demands in 

order to be responsive. 

Ln the next chapter, I describe the planning, implementation, and evaluation of a 

job readiness intervention 1 designed to prepare trades students for their community- 
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based work expenence. Literature relevant to the learning process, strategies to foster 

effective leaming, and contemporary workforce demands have uiformed my study. 



DESCRlPTION OF THE STUDY 

In this chapter, 1 review the details of the study 1 undertook to provide job 

readiness training to students in a pre-empioyment trades m m n g  program at Atlantic 

University College. 1 discuss the origin of the study ide% ernphasize the planning 

involved in carrying out the study, describe the implementation of the study, and give 

details of the evaluation process used to rneasure its success. 

An Overview of the Study 

The purpose of the action research study 1 undertook at Atlantic University 

College was to explore a curriculum change idea. The questions 1 sought to address were 

the following: First, what are the needs of the trades students in the trades education 

department of AUC and what are the job readiness expectations of prospective 

employers in the region? Second, how can 1, as an adult educator, plan a job readiness 

program for AUC trades midents that addresses these diverse needs? Third, how cm 1 

facilitate such a job readiness program for AUC trades students? In order to begin to 

answer these questions, I first engaged in the creation and implementation of several 

intemal and extemal partnenhips. Adminimation and faculty becarne involved, 

workshop participants' input was integral to the program design, and comrnunity 



employers gave input through personal interviews and visits to the campus as co- 

facilitators of my workshops. 

S pecificall y, d u ~ g  the 1997- 1 998 academic year, 1 began indepth mnsultations 

with administration and faculty in the ûades depariment at Atlantic University College to 

determine how 1 could implement an effective program plan tbat would meet the 

University College trades programs' needs. After attaining enthusiastic support fiom 

administration and faculty, I developed a midy in consultation with my St FX advisor 

that consisted of the planning, implementation, and evaluation of job readiness 

workshops for two of five pre-employment trades classes. The purpose of the job 

readiness workshops was to facilitate the job readiness of  students in preparation for their 

cornmunity-based work experience. As students completed their community work 

experience, 1 followed up with them to gain their feedback on how job ready they felt 

having participated in my job readiness workshop. I also followed up with midents who 

did not panicipate in my workshop to determine how job ready they felt prior to 

completing their community work experience. This group served as a study cornparison 

group. Finally, 1 followed up with a sample of the employers who hosted the students 

who were participants in my workshop to determine how job ready the students were in 

their view. Following is a discussion of the process 1 was involved in to design such a 

program- 



Background to the Question 

In addition to offering trades students community work experience, the Atlantic 

University College offers a number of degree and diptoma programs that include a 

cornmunity work expenence component. Most of the these degree and diploma 

programs offer students a job readiness curriculum in preparation for their community 

work experience. This job readiness curriculum is offered to degree and diploma 

students only and consists of a variety of formats including written texts and classroom 

delivery. The content includes information related to resume and cover letter 

development, job search stratrgies, and intewiew techniques. No such c d c u l u m  is 

offered to AUC3 trades students and they have no forma1 preparation for their 

community work experience. My first goal was to engage in field research to obtain data 

that would determine whether the trades department would benefit fkom adding a job 

readiness workshop to their program curriculum. 

Planning and Organizing the Study 

Planning was integral to the success of my research. 1 realized very early that an 

organized plan meant consideration of the entire planning process, including pre- 

implementation, implementation, and evaluation. 1 planned my study in phases in order 

to organize my responsibilities as a program planner. 



Phase One: Gathering Support 

Gathering support was integral to the implementation of the study. I discuss how 

1 sou@ and obtained support from administration, faculty, and students. 

Gathering Administration and Faculty S U D D ~ ~  

Initially, it was most important to determine the support of the trades department 

chair and instnictors. Support could not be only in the form of verbal approval. Since 

my study involved meetings with department stafT, classroom interventions, and 

i n t e ~ e w s  with local comrnunity employen, the department chair-Bob Smith (fictitious 

names are used throughout)- had to be up to date and knowledgeable at al1 times about 

the progress of the mdy. 

Mr. Smith gave me generous suppon. As will be described later, his signature 

on letten sent to employers gave the study a stronger sense of credibility. He also took 

documentation related to the study to industry meetings to discuss the work being done to 

prepare students for their school-to-work transition. Mr. Smith made sorne very 

supportive statements including, "Just let me know what I can do to help," and, "1 want 

to bnng the information you've collected to my meetings and 1'11 give you credit for the 

work." Since he is also a journeypenon, he was able to give valuable information on 

aspects of the trades 1 would be workinp with. 

I next gained support from the instructors in the trades department. The heavy 

duty insmictor-Jim Baker-is a graduate of one of Atlantic uni ver si^ col lep?^ diploma 

programs and he had received job readiness training as a mandatory part of his academic 
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study a few years before this study. He was overwhelming in support of the need for job 

readiness trauùng as he had personally experienced the benefits as a mident He wanted 

to help me with my research because he said he saw the benefits to his students. The 

automotive instnictor-Dave McCharles-was also supportive and encouraging about the 

proposed study. He offered information fiom personal experience and continuously sent 

literature to me through the interna1 mail that he thought might be helpful. 

During the planning of the audy, Dave McCharles, the automotive instructor, 

chmged positions. Since Mr. McCharles remained in the trades department, he was also 

a valuable and welcome resource throughout this study. Among the valuable feedback 

obtained fiom him was a list of automotive employers who had networked with AUC in 

the past on a pilot project that involved a cornmunity work experience component. As 

will be described later, this was the basis of the begiming of my contacts with local 

employers. 

At the point of conducting the students' felt needs assessment, the new 

automotive instructor resigned fiom his position and this had implications for the 

participants in my study. A third automotive instructor came into my study-Danny 

Davidson. Mr. Davidson was completely in support of my study. He even remarked, "I 

think I could benefit fiom this workshop myselt Can I attend?" 1 was forninate to have 

support fkom al1 three successive instructon in the trades department. 1 also realized that 

support fiom the department chair was even more important as new faculty typically 

turned to their s u p e ~ s o r  for direction when 1 approached them about their involvement 

in my research. This, however, was o d y  the first vital step in this study. 



Gatherine Student Swport 

The next fom of support 1 required was from students. While the value of 

phcipating in a job readiness workshop was obvious to me, and although the need had 

been identified and confirmed by administration and faculty within the trades 

department, it was important to know the felt needs of the students. This was especially 

important because the students involved in the needs survey would ultimately be the 

participants in my workshops. Having students identify their felt needs helped me 

determine much of the content of the workshop. Determining content in this way gave a 

sense of ownenhip to the students and offered me an opponunity to leam how to be a 

more responsive facilitator. An understanding of students' felt needs also guided my 

interviews with employers during the employer survey, to be discussed later. 

In order to determine students' felt needs, 1 developed a needs assessment 

instniment according to the AUC's Ethics Review Cornmittee guidelines. Once the 

students' needs assessment was developed, 1 pre-tested it prior to submitting it to the 

Ethics Review Comrnittee. I conducted pre-tests with 7 colleagues for clarity, 

presentation, wording, and timing. Once I received their feedback and made changes, 1 

gave a copy to the department chair for his approval. Finally, 1 submitted my proposa1 to 

the Ethics Review Comrnittee on October 30,1998. I received approval on November 

10, 1998. 

Conductin~ the Assessrnent of Students' Felt Neeb. Voluntary participation was 

an important consideration in conducting this assessment of midents' felt needs. With 

this in minci, 1 was open and honest when 1 attended classes to distribute the surveys 
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about the purpose of my research. 1 made it very clear that parhcipation was completely 

at the students' discretion. 1 explained that their input would help me design the content 

of the workshop and 1 described my plan to i n t e ~ e w  employers and trades instmcton. 1 

strongly ernphasized two points: that their input would defuiitely be considered in the 

workshop design and, although ths may be used in a rnasters' thesis, their comments 

would be kept completely confidential. They responded favorably with comrnents 

including, "Sure 1'11 do that," and "1 have no problem doing that for you." They were 

especially interested in the employer interviews and some gave suggestions about the 

types of businesses 1 should include. 

1 conducted needs assessments of the automotive and heavy duty students on the 

same &y-November 18, 1998. The assessments 1 gave yielded two types of results: 

empirical data, and learning experiences that contnbuted to rny own professional 

development through the study process. As will be seen, 22 of the 22 ( 100%) in 

attendance in the heavy duty class willingly participated in the needs assessment survey. 

As a whole, the group was very enthusiastic. They asked questions about when I would 

be retuming, what types of information they would be receiving and, some gave 

comrnents on the value of similar workshops they had attended in the past. Twenty-two 

of the 23 automotive midents in class voluntarily pamcipated in the needs assessment 

swey, and while not appearing to be as openly enthusiastic as the heavy duty students, 

they graciously accepted my presence in class. One automotive student immediately left 

the room when I explained that participation was voluntary. While it was unfortunate 

that 1 did not have his input, he lefi very quietly and I respected his right to do so. 
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1 leamed a lot as an adult educator through this early stage of the study. The day I 

conducted the needs assessment of students was within the sarne week that the 

automotive instnictor announced that he was leaving. This affected the mood of the 

class to some degree. Many were discontent that they would be spending the remainder 

of their year with a new instructor and voiced concerns about k ing  appropriately trained 

as a result. Howevcr, an additional factor had an impact on the needs assessment survey. 

The departing automotive instructor suggested 1 corne to class with the needs assessment 

survey at 1:30 p.m. Although 1 did not know it, this was the same time the ciass was 

scheduled to write a test. When 1 arrived, the instnictor, test in hand, introduced me to 

the class and told them 1 wouid Iike to speak with thern and hand out a survey before they 

began their test. This produced a classroom filled with moans and groans, much to my 

disappointment. One student immediately stood up and left the classroom. Twenty-two 

remained and agreed to participate in the survey. It was evident that the timing for 

requesting participation in a needs assessment survey is crucial to the response. It was 

very inappropriate for the instructor to have me arrive at a time when students' thoughts 

and anxieties were focused on an anticipated test, and t h s  was in addition to the news 

that they were getting a new instnictor. 1 expected little enthusiasm and anticipated a 

poor response to the survey. Much to rny delight, my instincts could not have proven me 

more wrong. While the response to my presence in the automotive class appeared less 

enthusiastic than the response received in the heavy duty class, the wrinen replies 

indicated interest, enthusiasm, and a desire to participate in a job readiness workshop 

from both classes. The two groups were indistinguishable at this point. 
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1 rnoved fiom feeling negative about this experience to a much more positive 

feeling when I realized how rnuch 1 had learned about the significance of timing and 

emotions around questionnaires. 1 also leamed that dthough a few students were vocal 

and rather negative about my study, the written responses were ovenvhelmingly positive. 

As a facilitator, ùiis meant that I needed to keep in mind that a few loud voices are not 

necessarily representative of the entire class. 

The results of the students' needs assessrnent indicated a strong interest in 

participating in a job readiness workshop. They were ememely interested in receiving 

information related to resume and cover letter preparation, job search techniques, and 

interview techniques. These interests were addressed in the workshop content. They 

were especially interested in the employer feedback suggesting that 1 visit a variety of 

businesses. This helped guide rny selection of employen to be surveyed. 1 also 

responded to their written comments about location and timing for the workshop. The 

majority of students wanted a 1-day workshop held in their own classroom. They 

identified the need for a variety of information deliveiy styles, including lecture, 

instmctor-leamer interaction, group work, and employer visits. AI1 of this feedback was 

incorporated into the design of the workshop. 

Phase Two: Gathering Employer h p u t  

The next phase of the study required me to engage in interviews with community 

employen. This took place over the penod of November 1998 to January 1999. 



e Emdover Survev 

While I considered myself able to provide much of the necessary job readiness 

skills information needed for someone entering the workforce on a general level, it 

became obvious fiom the feedback 1 had received from students, administration, and my 

St EX advisor that students also ntxdzd relevant Uiformation obtainzd dirzctly from the 

local employen. 1 realùed that this would make my workshop directly responsive to the 

audience and it would increase my own howledge of employer expectations. 

I had a genuine sense of excitement about conducting the employer survey. I 

appreciated that it would be a lot more tirne consuming than the students' felt needs 

assessment, but the potential of such an exercise was very motivating for me. Here was a 

chance to leam what local employers were looking for explicitly. 1 fint had the 

employer s w e y  questionnaire critiqued by four individuals whose jobs require them to 

interact with local employen on a regular basis. They were al1 AUC employees who 

undentood the scope of my study. Once finalized and modifieci, 1 presented an 

application to the Ethics Review Cornmittee of AUC on November 6, 1998. I received 

approval on November 16,1998. 

1 used the resource lists of employers provided by Dave McCharles and Jim Baker 

in addition to a local business directory to identify ten automotive employers and ten 

heavy duty employers who were willing to participate in m y  survey questionnaire. 

Employers who were available at the tirne I phoned, or able to schedule an appointment 

within my planned time frame, were participants in the survey. 
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Of the ten heavy duty employers I sumeyed, eight were from privately owned 

truck and transport repair shops and two were in governrnent departments which repair 

their own heavy duty equipment. Al1 of these places of employment were located within 

the sunounding area of AUC. Al1 employer in te~ewees  were male. Al1 were memben 

of the heavy duty trade, except one. He owned a truckiag business. 

Of the ten automotive employers 1 surveyed, seven owned or held management 

positions in dealerships and one owned a seMce station. Another ran a small repair shop 

and one had a mid-sized auto repair shop. Eight of ten surveyed in this group were male 

and al1 were located in the surrounding area. Neither of the females surveyed were 

trained technicians. Ln addition, only three of the ten employen surveyed were trained 

technicians in the automotive trade. 

Conductin~ the Emolover Survev. 1 began the process by setting appointments 

with employers in order to be assured they would be available when 1 arrived at their 

place of business. Initially, 1 found this process very uncornfortable because 1 was trymg 

to explain so much in a shon conversation in order for the employer to get a sense of 

what 1 wanted. My immediate reaction to this discornfort was to attempt some 'cold 

calls" where 1 would simply drop into a place of employment and request the intewiew. 

Upon M g  both approaches to conducting interviews, 1 soon realized that telephoning 

ahead proved much more appropriate because employen were prepared to give me their 

time if it was planned in advance. 1 was requesting time of some very busy people and 

they were more willing to schedule an appointment than to participate in an interview on 

the spot. In addition, they were not as surprised to have a female contact them about 



their job readiness expectations regarding hiring technicians in a male dominated 

profession. As I conducted the fint few interviews, 1 inquired as to what rnight be the 

most or least appropnate time of the &y or week to expect a s e ~ c e  manager to be able 

to give up some time to complete my survey. 1 learned that early morning, late 

afternoon, and the end of the month were usualiy the least appropnate times to request an 

interview. I scheduled the remaining intewiews accordiogly. 

This was a leaniing exercise for me. It became a means for appreciating the 

expenences that students might have during their door-to-cioor job search. When 1 made 

unplanned visits to automotive employers, 1 usually got responses such as: T m  sony, 

we are not doing any hiring," or "What is it that you are looking for," or sirnply a pause- 

possibly because 1 am a woman and this was an unexpected event in their daily routine. 

Scheduling automotive employer i n t e ~ e w s  was a simpler process than 

scheduling heavy duty employer interviews because most heavy duty employers were 

working supervisors, meaning that time spent participating in my i n t e ~ e w  process was 

time taken away fiom the actual labor work being done in the heavy duty garage. The 

majority of the automotive employers were managers responsible for administrative 

work. Most were not technicians, making them more accessible and more in control of 

their own time. Scheduling heavy duty employer interviews was at times a very 

mistrating expenence as many responded with, "Cal1 me on the moming that you want to 

come and 1'11 see how my schedule is for that &y." This never happened during the 

automotive scheduling. 
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ltiufiom the D istinctions am on^ Em~loven. I encountered 

scheduling obstacles with the heavy duty employers; nonetheless, I mllected some very 

interesthg data fiom them. It became apparent that the heavy duty employers related 

differently to the challenge of students looking for work than did the automotive 

employen that i sweyea. Tne heavy duty employers made refirencc to whm they weze 

apprentices and seemed to ernpathize with what lay ahead for aspiring technicians. 

When providing advice on the survey to aspiring heavy duty technicians, their responses 

included comments like, "Be good to the old guys and they'll teach you." And, "Pay 

attention to the old guys, they may not know the tech' buzz, but they know how things 

operate when the computer breaks down." On the other hand, the automotive ernployers 

emphasized a more general work ethic reflective of employers overall. They said, for 

instance: "Personal presentation is everythng," and, "Things are changing and you have 

to be willing to change with it." It seemed that the automotive employers were more 

removed fiom the concept of hiring and work ethic. 

Reflecting on the s w e y  expenence and data, 1 generalize that the heavy duty 

employen who participated in my i n t e ~ e w s  portrayed a sense of brotherhood among 

professionals in their field They said aspiring employees should capitalize on this work 

culture when interacting with potential employen. By cornparison, 1 thought that 

students approaching automotive employers who are not technicians in the automotive 

trade would be well advised to ernphasize a general work ethic-an ethic that wodd be 

universal among most trades or businesses. 1 shared these obsewations and they opened 
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up dialogue during my job readiness workshop since this would be relevant to their 

community work experience. 

Reviewine the Process of Data Collection h m  Emplove~. Employer interviews 

were approxirnately one half how in duration, although they ranged fiom 20 minutes to 

h o  hours as dictatd by the inîcniewee. Xineteen of the 22 intercieus were conducted 

in person and one was conducted over the telephone at the request of the employer. A 

21 st interview was conducted which 1 did not include in the compilation of data because 

their hiring practices had changed within the Company and their positions were no longer 

being filled by apprentices. I approached seven additional employen throughout the 

study in the course of trying to get the total of 20 interviews but, due to scheduling 

difficulties, or due to repeated unretumed phone calls, they could not be part of the 

survey. Nevertheless, no employer that I contacted directly refused to participate in the 

survey process. 

I gave each employer a copy of the questionnaire to follow while I read the 

questions aloud. 1 wrote their responses to the questions and 1 was available if they 

needed any clarification. 1 directly incorporated the data obtained during the employer 

surveys into the content of the job readiness workshops. However, in sorne cases, I had 

to put employen' comments into context. For example, when employen responded to 

the question of how important training grades were in making a decision to hire 

someone, some of the responses needed explmation. Some explained that grades were 

only "somewhat important" or "not at al1 important" when making a hiring decision. 

When 1 discussed this with students, 1 explained that this did not mean that employen in 
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my survey were expressing a willingness to hire students who failed their training. They 

were saying that grades were not the only indication of potential and that they assumed 

there would be a basic knowledge fiom program graduates. I did not want students 

leaving my workshop with a false sense of employen' expectations or a loss of 

confidence in the value of grades. 1 clearly explained that successful completion of their 

corne was mandatos, for employment in their trade; however, according to my s w e y  

results, additional factors influence an employer's hiring decision. 

The interviews revealed that employers look not only for skills but also for 

certain attitudes when they hire. Good attitudes, interest in leaniing, a sense of integrity 

and, as one put it, "Somebody with a plan for thernselves," were al1 narned as important 

qualities by the employers. They also looked for communications skills, critical thinking 

skills, and an ability '70 think off the top of their head," as one put it. Another described 

the type of worker most desired: "I need a thinker-a troubleshooter-to read manuals and 

fil1 out work orders." 

In general, the data collected indicated strong expectations on the part of the 

employen that students would be well prepared with a basic trades knowledge, a 

thoroughly developed resume, and a cover letter for the resume. They also expected a 

professional presentation and demeanor in the interview. Overall, employen expressed a 

need for employees who would be flexible, versatile, willing to leam, and who had good 

communication skills. 

As a show of appreciation, I sent each employer who participated in my s w e y  a 

thank you card. I wrote a note in each to express my gratitude for their contribution to 
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my research, and to the job search efforts of the heavy duty and automotive classes of 

1999. 

Phase Three: Implementation of the Intervention 

Phase three of my study was the actual hnplementation of the workshops. As 

mentioned earlier, the tirne spent on facilitatioo was small compared to the tirne spent on 

planning the midy. 

Intervention Descri~tion 

The workshops consisted of two, 1-&y workshops designed to provide job 

readiness skills to students in the heavy duty and automotive pre-employment classes at 

AUC. As part of the job readiness training, four employen (two heavy duty and two 

automotive) were brought in as guest speakers for 1-hour sessions. Unfortunately, time 

did not permit their presentations to be held on the sarne days as the workshops. The 

visiting employen met the class during their regular course time and discussed employer 

expectations relevant to job readiness and job performance with them. 

Planned Leamne Outcornes 

1 planned for the participant leaming outcomes based on the midents' felt needs 

and the employers' identified job readiness expectations. I expected the following 

student leamhg outcomes for the study: First, I expected students should understand the 

variety of resume and cover letter styles and should gain an understanding of how to 

create a contemporary resume and cover letter. Second, students should learn about 
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transferable skills, including how to identiQ transferable skills of their own and how to 

articulate these skills to a potential employer, either verbally or in a cover letter and 

resume. Third, students should understand the process of conducting a productive, 

organized job search, including creating a contact list, responding to advertisements, 

making contacts in person, and usmg the Intemet. Students should ais0 leam wnat is 

involved in preparing for an interview, including practicing possible answen to interview 

questions, preparing specific information they would like to articulate to an employer, 

preparing personal presentation and demeanor, and having a basic understanding of 

contemporary workforce needs in order to respond appropriately. 1 planned content to 

reflect data collected fiom my employer s w e y  as well. In particular, 1 expected that 

students should be knowledgeable about employen' emphasis on the need for a positive 

attitude and critical thinking skills. Finally, I expected that my students should become 

aware of resources on the AUC campus to help them with their work placement job 

searc h. 

In addition to these planned leaming outcornes, 1 also had a nurnber of workshop 

objectives. Informed by the program planning literature, 1 designed the workshops to 

accomplish the following objectives. Fint, 1 wanted to provide a cornfortable learning 

environment that would encourage student participation. Second, I sought to provide 

relevant, rneaningful information that wodd increase the students' understanding of the 

subject matter. Third, I hoped to present the information in an interesting way that 
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would appeal to a variety of learning styles. Finally, and above dl ,  1 hoped to enhance 

the knowledge and contidence of my students so they could conduct a productive job 

search, and a successful interview and c o m m u .  work experience. 

I facilitated both the heavy duty students' workshop and the automotive students' 

workshop according to the same agenda, although 1 changed certain aspects of the 

content as appropriate to the particular group. Each workshop was scheduled from 8:30 

a-m. to 3:30 p.m. with two planned 15-minute breaks and a 1-hour lunch break. 

Refreshments were provided for the moming break and participants were required to 

provide their own lunch. 

A Review of the Heaw Duty Job Readiness Workshop 

1 conducted the job readiness workshop for the heavy duty students on Thunday, 

January 38, 1999. During one of the planning meetings with insûucton, 1 was asked 

whether or not 1 wanted insmictors to tell the students that 1 would be coming, or would 1 

rather just show up. The rationale from instructors was that if midents did not know that 

1 was coming, I would get higher attendance. Since I wanted workshop participation to 

be completely voluntary, 1 asked the instnicton to plan for my arrivai with the class. 

However, this did make me wonder about how many would actually show up without 

being mandated to do so. To my delight, 20 of 2 1 heavy duty students showed up for the 

workshop. 

eaw Duty Workshop Participant hofile. The 20 students in the heavy duty 

workshop were diverse in terms of age, work experience, and job readiness knowledge. 

They were, however, homogeneous in terms of gender. Al1 participants were male. The 
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age groups included midents in their late teens, 20s, 30s, and 40s with an average age of 

approximately 25. The participants dso  brought an m y  of expenences fiom their 

v k e d  work histories. Some shared their work expenences, especially when they grew to 

understand the value of tramferable skills. Othea were quieter; I will discuss later how 

even the quieter ones engaged in dialogue in the srnail group exercises. nie heavy duty 

instnictor did not participate in the workshop, although he dropped in occasionaily 

throughout the day. 

Settinrr the Environment The &y of the first workshop, I &ved early to re- 

arrange the traditional lecture-style classroom and opened the windows to air out the very 

stum rom. 1 made a honeshoe-style seating arrangement and included a seat within it 

for rnyself This is a common classroom arrangement advocated by Knowles (1980) and 

most adult educaton (e.g.; Wlodkowski, 1993, Caffarella, 1994). An overhead projector, 

television, and VCR system that I had previously booked through the audio visual 

department were in the classroom as requested. Once everyone arrived, and got over the 

shock of the room arrangement, 1 handed out paper for each person to make a narne tent 

for the front of their desh and we began our introductions. 1 printed rny narne tent and 

began with my own introduction. 1 asked each individual to identiq one ski11 or piece of 

knowledge he would like to take away fkorn the workshop. I made notes to ensure that 

identified topics were covered. We then reviewed the agenda and 1 called for any 

revisions. I was quickly advised that I had not p l a ~ e d  for smoke breaks and wodd have 

a number of unhappy midents if this activity was not incorporated into the schedule. I 
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assigned a smoker to be the aIarm to "sound off' when smoking was essentiai. He 

agreed, and this seemed to put the smoken in the group at ease. 

As recommended in Brookfield's (1990) and Wlodkowski's (1993) work, 1 

discussed my idiosyncracies as a facilitator with the group prior to beginning the fint 

topic on the agenda. 1 explained to them that 1 tend to roll my eyes back when i am 

t r p g  to think of the right words to express my thoughts. I explained that 1 like to use a 

lot of exarnples to explain my ideas and that 1 appreciate and encourage as much 

feedback as possible fiom participants, even if it is in disagreement with my opinion. I 

also stressed the point that there is no such thmg as a "stupid question." 1 reminded the 

students that some had gwen a lot of valuable insights in their needs assessrnent already 

and I hoped they would share their knowledge with the rest of the class. 1 added that 

even if someone did not have penonal experiences to share, their open comments would 

always be helpful. 1 also described the employer s w e y  that I had conducted and 

explained how it would be incorporated into the workshop. Specifically, 1 said that as we 

covered theory surrounding each job readiness concept, I would provide related feedback 

from local employen. 

A Review of the Heaw DUR Workshop Content. 1 included a nurnber of 

overheads in the introduction on labor market information relevant to the heavy duty 

trade. I had obtained this information fiom the Hurnan Resources Development 

Canada's ( W C )  web site. I chose to include employment information representative 

of parts of Nova Scotia, Alberta, and Ontario. 1 highlighted ùifonnation specific to 

salaries, the average age range of employed heavy duty technicians, their employment 



prospects, and I showed the students how to apply critical thinking to interpret the 

statistical information. For example, salaries had to be compared to age ranges since the 

younger ages would probably represent apprentice technicians. When this range 

dominated a category, the salary would correspond and, thus, be lower. The students 

seemed to enjoy this introduction and it initiated a lot of discussion among participants. 

1 also read a scenario from Human Resource Development Canada's (HRDC) Canada 

h o s p e c ~  magazine (1997-98), which depicted a hinng situation. It highlighted many of 

the topics to be included in my workshop such as cover letters, resumes, the short-listing 

process, interview preparation, and information on the actual interview. This was a way 

of showing how al1 the components of the workshop fit into a bigger picture and thus it 

served as a good introduction. The final section of the introduction included a review of 

the Conference Board of Canada's Emplovability Skills Profile (1997) and I presented it 

as something we would refer to throughout the &y. 

1 began the resume review with some general tips and concentrated on the fact 

that developing a resume should not be an intimidating experience. 1 pointed out that it 

has simply taken the place of an application form in most business settings. 1 also 

included a warning that there are many and varied opinions about what constitutes a 

proper resume, stressing that students should not get ovenvhelmed with this. The task 

should be to incorporate ideas and find a style that suits the mident and addresses the 

employer's needs, rather than hying to duplicate a single existing style. 

The visual aids 1 used in the presentation on resumes and cover letters included 

my overheads, the use of a flip chart, and several handouts. My overhead tramparencies 
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included the resume-related information that I had obtained from my employer survey. 

For example, 1 showed the survey data that 20 of 20 employers sumeyed considered a 

resume "important" when making a decision to hire a new employee. Flip chart 

information included the information that I had developed and used in job readiness 

classes for other on-campus programs dunng my work at AUC. Handom included an 

introduction to the concept of transferable skills, an exercise in identifjhg transferable 

skills, resume writing guidelines, a list of ten most common resume-writing mistakes, a 

sheet of action verbs, and infonnation about how to include references in a resume. The 

presentation style here, as with each component of the workshop, encouraged dialogue 

among participants. 1 sought their opinions and experiences. Backes (1997) suggests 

that handouts serve as a good resource afier a workshop has ended. This proved helpful 

in the design of my workshop because the use of handouts gave participants written 

information that they could read at a later time. 

1 presented infonnation that underscored the importance of using a cover Ietter 

when applying for a job in the heavy duty trade. This topic had been chosen on the basis 

of the students' needs assessment. Discussion arose during this portion of the 

presentation. The questions asked included the appropnate length of a cover letter, its 

actual importance, and whether or not an employer wouid really take the time to read a 

cover letter. One commented, "I never realized how important a cover letter could be." 

At break time, 1 provided refreshments from our campus cafeteria, which was 

greatly appreciated by the sudents. One student asked, "Did you pay for this yourself! 

That's really nice of you." When their instnictor dropped in on occasion, they joked with 
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tomorrow." Some even made reference to this in the workshop evaluation. Providing 

coffee and sweets was my way of showing appreciation to students for their contribution 

to my research and it represented for me a way of responding to participants as adult 

leamers. 

The job search section of the workshop was originally planned to be held in the 

AUC student centre computer lab. It was a means of responding to those students who 

indicated an interest in holding the workshop outside of their regular classroom. On the 

&y of the workshop, students infonned me that a nurnber of them did not obtain log-in 

passwords for the campus network and could not access the computers in the student 

centre [ab, although they were al1 capable of using computers in their own computer lab 

in the trades department. 1 organized a last minute change of location. I booked their 

own computer lab back in their department and canceled the student centre lab. 

1 began the job search cornponent of the workshop by identibing the comection 

between the skills used in job searching and the slulls used in an interview. 1 explained 

that it is very cornmon for an employer to consider an initial contact a form of 

interviewing. Again, the flip chart fiom my job search classes complemented the 

discussion, as did relevant overheads from my employer swey.  For example, 17 of the 

20 employers in my suntey indicated that a cover letter was "important" when making a 

hiring decision. For this section, my handouts included how to brainstom neNorking 

contacts and I gave them control sheets for keeping track of their job contacts. Prior to 

moving to the computer lab, I gave them handouts introducing the use of the Intemet as a 
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job search tool. 1 also handed out Industry Canada's brochures explaining the National 

raduate Reeister (1996) employment web site. These brochures explain the process for 

pst-secondary graduate stiidents to register for employment through a federally funded 

web site. In addition, names of employen who are registered with the National Graduate 

m s t e r  are listed on this web site. This gave hidents a long contact list. 

Using the computer lab was a way to be responsive, but it was also a means of 

giving students hands-on experience. Students used the Internet to access Human 

Resource Development's (HRDC) job information and job listing web site. This proved 

to be a valuable leaniing oppominity for most of the students. &le they said the job 

search information was helpful, one remarked, " 1 learned more in that short time about 

how to use a computer than 1 learned so far in my computer class." 

Students were on their own during lunch and I asked them to r e m  at 1 :O0 p.m. 

Over lunch, 1 found an empty room and filled out the pmcipation certificates that 1 

handed out at the end of the workshop. 

My original plan for the afternoon session was to show a Mdeo and do group 

exercises to facilitate the interviewing component of the workshop. However, earlier in 

the moming some of the students commented that the videos used in their regular class 

were considered an opportunity for catching up on sleep. 1 realized from the morning 

session that the amount of input from participants was making it difficult to keep to the 

workshop schedde, yet 1 did not want to eliminate this discussion. 1 also could see that 

the r o m  was gemng very miffy, so I asked the group if they agreed with leaving out the 
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video portion of the workshop and going directly to a group exercise. They al1 agreed to 

this agenda change and we moved to the critical thinking exercise. 

Students worked in four small groups for this exercise. There were five students 

in each. Each group was given a neutral statement that represented some element of a 

job searcher's background. For instance, "appiicant has had a iot of short term jobs." 

For each scenario, two groups were given the same statement. One group was asked to 

discuss how the job searcher might emphasize the value of the statement, while the other 

group of students was asked to identify how an employer might view the sarne 

information as a negative piece of information. The objective of the exercise was to 

illustrate to participants how a piece of information may be perceived differenîiy by 

different people, and to have them practice the ski11 of consistently presenting 

information in a positive way to an employer. A group representative was asked to 

present the statement to the rest of the class, and the group was then asked to identi. 

ways an employer might perceive the statement as negative. Next, a representative fiom 

the other group was asked to present the group's ideas about how a job searcher might 

present the sarne statement and identiS it in a positive way to an employer. The students 

seemed to really enjoy this exercise and used a lot of critical thinking in the process. 

Some midents said that tqing to look at a situation fiom two sides gave them insight into 

how they could think about a situation, see it fiom another perspective, and find the best 

way to present it to an employer. A number of students commented: "1 never thought of 

presenting somethhg that way," and, "This makes you really think about how to present 

younelf-" 
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M e r  a short break, we moved to interviewhg theory. This included overheads 

from my employer survey, handouts outlining tips on preping for the interview, 

references going back to the transferable skills handouf a list of personai qualities one 

should "market" during an interview, and guidelines on how to perform during an 

interview. The discussion on these ideas was iiveiy. Comments included: '7 wish I could 

say al1 this stufl'duriug an interview." One student who had a lot of previous work 

experience said, ''This really works." 

After a break, we moved to the i n t e ~ e w  portion of the workshop and I 

concluded the aftemoon with a role playing exercise. 1 called for volunteers to 

participant in an intem'ew skit and utilized scripts I had obtaikci from Bissonnette's 

(1987) job readiness workbook. 1 rnodified the scripts to reflect the likely interview 

scenario of apprentice techaicians. A total of four participants volunteered. One 

volunteer had a script that asked typical interview questions of the other three who were 

playing the part of someone being interviewed The three king interviewed had 

different scripts which represented a " p r , "  "good,"and ''very good" answer to each 

question asked. As each question was answered, we had a group discussion as to why 

each response was "poor," "good," or 'tery g d "  This created a dynamic discussion. 

Comments included: 'What 1 thought was a good answer only seemed good d l  1 heard 

a better answer," and, 'Tt takes a lot of thought to corne up with one of the best answers." 

Finally, 1 incorporated an evaluation of the workshop into the agenda. 1 will 

review the evaluation results later in this chapter. While students filled out the 

evaluation forms, I handed out certificates of participation to each prîicipant. In 
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addition to the idormation obtained fiom the evaluation foms, 1 made notes at the end 

of the &y that reflected comments made by the students so that I wuld incorporate the 

ideas into my next workshop. 1 also re-visited my agenda to compare the tirne 

anticipated and the actual time each compnent took to accomplish. 1 made field notes 

on what had occurred and I made revisions to the second presentation the following 

week 

Review of the Automotive Job Reaaess  Workshop 

1 mducted the automotive workshop on Wednesday, February 3, 1999. The 

format duplicated that used for the heavy duty class with slight modifications made as a 

result of what I leamed ftom the fmt workshop. The modifications included the 

following a) 1 planned for the use of the trades department cornputer lab as opposed to 

the AUC shident centre lab, b) I requested a designated smoker to alert me to the need 

for a smoke break, which the students appreciated, c) I included a sample resume on an 

overhead transparency as requested by phcipants in the previous group and, d) 1 

anticipated the possibility of revising the aftemoon schedule to fit the time hune. 1 

presented the original schedule and allowed students to choose which aflemwn activities 

they wanted to include and exclude to fit the tirne m e .  These modifications came as a 

result of talàng field notes when students made comments during the first workshop, 

fiom the course-end feedback fiom students who participated in the fint workshop, and 

from my own re-evaluation of the time allotted for each section of the workshop. 

Another change to th is  workshop was the addition of the automotive instnictor as a 

workshop participant. 
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As descn i i  eadier, the automotive students had a change of instnicton during 

their course. 1 used this opportunity to express the valuable skills students had acquUed 

as a result of having a number of instnictors, which couid be equated with king 

responsible to a number of supervisors. For instance, I asked them to think about how 

they could tell a potential employer tbat they have learned under the direction of threi: 

inshucton who taught differently and, as such, could mpond to direction fiom a vaieîy 

of supervisors. 1 also asked them to consider the value of knowing early that not d l  

technicians would approach the same task the same way and, as a result, that they might 

be more willing to leam new ways of doing a task. 1 wanted the students to see the value 

in what seemed to be a negative situation and use it as a marketable skill to an employer. 

Generally, students seemed receptive to this way of thinking. For instance, one 

commenteci, "You're right, we have learned that they al1 don? do things the same way." 

Another said, '7 could work for anybody now." 

 motive Worksho~ P a r h w t  Profile . . . Fifteen of 20 automotive students 

participated in the job readiness workshop. This was a less diverse group than the heavy 

duty students, although variations among participants existed Fourteen students were 

male, which made me very rnindfûl of being gender-inclusive in my language. in 

addition, having a female student this time influenced some of the dialogue. For 

instance, the female student expressed some of her concems about preparing for work in 

a maledorninated career. She asked, '9 wonder if employen will really give me the 

opportunity to show my skills?" The instmctor was very supportive of her and gave 
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feedback, including, "You have a lot to offer an employer, and learning how to present it 

will help." 

Ages ranged from late teens to 30s, with the majority at the 19 to 23-year-old 

range. The average age was approximately 2 1 years old. The ernployment histones 

again ranged from no work experience to a varie@ of exp-iences. Individual 

participation in group discussion was very high among this group and, to my chagrin, 

included a constant heckler. One student continually made comrnents about how he had 

a job and he really did not need to be at the workshop. One of his comrnents in reference 

to the cover letter component was, "Employers don't have time for al1 this." This made 

me feel as though he was challenging my entire workshop, although other participants 

laughed at his outbunts and seemed not to take him very seriously. Yet, it was a source 

of concern for me. Since 1 knew he, like al1 the participants, was there on a voluntary 

basis, 1 assurned he wanted to get something fiom the workshop. Rather than stifle his 

comments, I pointed out when he was inappropriately interrupting. Then, when ir was an 

appropriate moment, 1 called on him to contribute so that he would participate in a more 

beneficial way. 

Mr. Davidson, the class instnictor, made very valuable contributions to the group 

as a participant. In this case, 1 found he supported a lot of the information obtained fiom 

the automotive employers who had participated in my survey. On the other hand, it is 

possible that his presence afTected the way the leamers responded and acted 1 raked this 

as a possible limitation in chapter 1. 



ifferences Between the Two Workshop~ 

Having the instmctor attend one of the workshops certainly added to the 

workshop content. Being from industry, his attendance offered an additional employer 

perspective and his answen to participants' questions went well beyond my experience 

and background. To complement this, 1 brought my husband-s resume to the automotive 

workshop as a sample (with his permission). He is an automotive technician and the 

students found his resume format helpfûl, although they asked for additional types of 

resume formats and wanted them sent as a follow-up. I visited die class the following 

week to provide additional sample resumes. This also prompted me to re-visit the heavy 

duty class at the same time and provide them with sample resume formats. The 

automotive goup also chose to omit the video section of the workshop, as was done in 

the heavy duty workshop. In this case, the automotive instnictor borrowed it and showed 

it at a later date. 

The female perspective in the automotive class brought out issues of concem that 

participants in the previous heavy duty workshop had not raised. For instance, she 

expressed her concem about not being giveo the sarne leaming oppomuiity in her 

comrnunity work experience as her male classrnates. The class discussed the need for 

every student to emphasize a willingness to take on tasks as part of this opportunity to 

leam, and they agreed it is important to ensure that the employer understands that 

fernales can be Mly equal with the males on the job site. 

The automotive class had an additional source of motivation that did not appear 

in the heavy duty workshop. Dirring the htemet job search component of the automotive 
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workshop, an actual job for an automotive apprentice appeared in the local listings of the 

HRDC's National Job Bank. This motivated students more than had occurred in the 

previous workshop and I used it as a living example of what we were learning. 

As a facilitator, 1 was much more reiaxed facilitating the automotive workshop 

lhan the heavy duty workshop. I think this was because I kid k e n  through the entire 

process once and simply felt more confident the second time through. 

Em~loyer Visits 

As identified in the students' felt needs survey, there was a strong interest in 

having employers from the community visit the classes. During the employer swey ,  1 

identified four employers who had either expressed an interest in speaking directly to 

students, or who codd clearly make a significant contribution to my workshop. Two 

employen from each trade participated in my workshops. Scheduling did not allow them 

to participate on the same day as my workshops; thetefore, time was set aside during the 

regular automotive and heavy duty class time. 1 concluded fiom the student evaluations 

and my own observation that they made ouutandhg contributions to the workshops. 

Each employer spent approximately 1-hour in the class. n i e  ody direction I gave 

them was that students were interested in knowing about what work is like at their place 

of business, something about potential job prospects in their field, their expectations of 

an employee, and any additional job readiness information that would be beneficial to 

participants. 

Al1 four employers began with a description of a typical &y of work at their 

respective shops. They described the tasks of an apprentice compared with the tasks of a 
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joumeyperson. The y gave salary ranges and emplo yment prospects, both local1 y and 

regionally. Each one described in their own words what they believed to be the attributes 

of a valuable employee. Al1 four described the need for a strong work ethic, an interest 

in leaniing, and the value of k i n g  a team player. One employer commented, "1 am most 

impressed with IWO technicians who work for me and fiever stand around. M e n  thex  

aren't cars to work on, they keep themselves busy cleaning the garage." Another said, 

"lt's important in our garage to work as part of a team-the garage and the service 

department work together." Che of the heavy duty employen commenteci, "There is 

always sornething new to learn. Learning doesn't end in school." Another explained the 

importance of identiQing communication skills on a resume and added: "Write about 

your experiences on your resume even if they don't directly relate to the trade." He gave 

an example: "If you are involved in the 4H Club, this will show that you spend you spare 

time in a constructive way and are involved in your community." 

Feedback fiom students indicated that the employen' visits were valuable. One 

wrote, "1 found that I leamed a lot more about how the shop operates and what the 

employer is looking for in an applicant." Another remarked, "I think it was a very good 

idea to have employen come into the class and talk to us about the trade." He M e r  

noted: "It made us realize that there are jobs out there and it gave us an idea of what 

employen are looking for in employees." One noted, "It gave me some good insight into 

the dealenhip aspect of the trade and how the seMce writer and the mechanic have to be 

a well-rounded team to keep business going." On the other hanci, one student made 

reference to the fact that the visiting employers, for the most part, were oniy 
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representative of their own place of business, commenting: "It just seemed to be more 

specific to the place they work at." 

As a token of our appreciation to the employers who took time away from their 

busy schedules, 1 chose one student fiom each of the four sessions to present an AUC 

coffee mug and a thank you card to the speakers. I wanted the empioyen ro have 

something that would remind them of their contribution to the job readiness of the class 

of 1999. 

Evaluating the workshops and the study overall is the emphasis of the next part of 

this chapter. 

Phase Four: Evaluation of the Workshop and Study 

Although a sumrnative evaluation occurred at the end of the workshops and 

constituted rnost of the evaluation of my snidy, formative evaluation was also built into 

the planning process. It was important to plan for evaluation fiom the begiming of the 

midy because 1 needed a means of determining whether or not rny study intervention was 

worthwhile. 

Evaluation Formats 

Evaluation of my study was conducted in five ways: a) participants' evduation of 

the workshops, b) students' evaluation of the employer visitations to class, 

C) participants' evaluation of their felt job readiness upon completion of their work 

experience, d) non-participants' evaluation of their felt job readiness upon completion of 
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their work experience (cornparison group), and, e) employers' evaluahon of the job 

readiness of my workshop participants. Informa1 feedback served as an additional fonn 

of evaluation. 

. . 
ici~ants' Evaluation of the Job Readiness Workshop 

During the planning of the study, I designed a workshop evaiuation form to 

reflect the workshop objectives and the intended leaming outcornes for students. I asked 

students to complete this evaluation form and give their honest opinions about the 

workshop. 1 asked them not to sign the evaluation form. I also gave them the choice to 

opt out of completing the evaluation fom, although I did explain the value of their input 

in helping me to assess the leaming experience. Students handed in their evaluation 

forms face down on the desk as they left the workshop to M e r  ensure anonymity. One 

student lefi the workshop early due to illness and, therefore, did not complete an 

evaluation. Al1 remaining 34 students completed evaluations. 

The workshop evaluation form was based on the evaluation forms regularly used 

by the AUC Students' Union for courses. I also included suggestions fiom Caffarella 

( 1 994), suc h as providing room for additional comrnents and including evaluation 

questions on content, format, and the effectiveness of the facilitatm. 

Based on 34 evaluation forms subrnitted, it was clear that there was overall 

satisfaction with the workshops. The following observations give a sense of the themes 

that ernerged. First, snidents who had been in the workshop indicated a strong feeling of 

preparedness in tenns of employen' expectations, job search techniques, and inteMew 

techniques. One student noted, "1 am more confident in job searching because 1 know 
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what I shouid and shouldn't say to an employer and how to be prepared." Another 

commente4 "This workshop will help me more with an i n t e ~ e w  and job search and it 

will help me in what an employer is looking for." Second, participants said that the 

information was relevant to their field of study. One said, ''1 have leamed a lot about this 

trade in tinding employment and now will know what the employer expects hm us.'- 

Another noted, "Facilitator did her research well and was able to answer questions about 

the trade." One simply wrote, "Relevant ùifomation." 

ï'here was also unanimous agreement that the material was useful, practical, and 

improved students' understanding of the subject matter. One wrote, "1 learned how to 

approach people at the interview, 1 also leamed how to use the htemet for job 

searching." This student also said, 'The teacher had also taught me how to make up a 

resume properly, and 1 know how to write up a cover letter for rny resume. I also know 

how to turn a question around to my benefit." Another commented, "1 think the 

workshop was very good. It was informative, and quite interesting. I went to a workshop 

like this before and it was not half as interesting or informative." One commented, "1 

thought the information was of great value and 1 am definitely more confident about 

looking for work." 

Students also indicated a sense of strengthened confidence as a result of 

participating in the workshop. One student said, "She has given me the ability to sit 

through an i n t e ~ e w  without king so nemous and feel more confident about being able 

to answer questions with a positive attitude and clear response." Another said, "Some of 
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the things 1 learned today were things that I didn't know employers were looking for. 1 

can be more confident in my job search. Thanks for the knowledge." 

Fifth, students observed certain adult education principles in action during the 

workshop, includhg the use of a variety of presentation (teaching) styles, an openness to 

students' comments and questions, respect for students' contribution, and an anempt at 

clarïty in presentation. Comrnents included: "The facilitator knew what she was doing 

and she was open to everyone's opinion and didn't reject anyone's opinion," and, "She 

made the class feel very cornfortable in discussing subjects outloud." 

Finally, there was a genuine sense of appreciation for the workshop overall. One 

snident wrote, "Jodi put a lot of time and effort in preping her matenals and research. 

It paid off. SShe is a professional." Another said, "1 would like to attend another 

workshop at a more advanced level fiom this speaker." None of the comments received 

were negative. 

Findings from the Emplover Visits to Clasg 

Students seemed to place a high value on the information that came directly fiom 

employen in their evaluations of the speakers, even when employers reiterated 

information presented in the workshop. These included comments such as, "Having 

some employers corne to our class made me aware of how to talk to them, what they are 

looking for, and how 1 would present myself to them. It was a good experience and I 

think it helped everyone." Another said, "it gave me some good insight into the 

dealership aspect of the trade and how the service writer and the mechanic have to be a 

well rounded team to keep business going." Another commented, "1 felt it was very 
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interesting having employers corne in to tak to us and we now have a bit more insight as 

to what they expect and want from us." Again, other than the student who commented 

that the employers' information was only specific to their places of business, there were 

no negative evaluations of the employer visits. 

o m m u n i ~  Work Exwrience k v a ~ ~  
- .  

During the weeks of March 15" and 22" 1999-approximately 6 weeks after the 

workshops-the students began their long awaited community work expenence. 1 

conducted my pst-placement evaluations following this. They were completed by 12 

students who had participated in the job readiness workshop and 12 students who had not 

participated in the workshop. The follow-up completed with the 12 students who 

participated in the job readiness workshop focused specifically on the effectiveness and 

usefulness of the workshop in terms of how job ready they felt for their placement. The 

follow-up with the 12 students who did not participate in the workshop also focused on 

their sense of job readiness. 1 discuss the methodology on how 1 conducted this next. 

. . 
Follow-UD with Pamcipants in the Job Readiness Workshop 

The work placement follow up was conducted on Tuesday Apri16, 1999. I put 

the names of al1 20 workshop participants in a hat and I randomly chose 6 heavy duty and 

6 automotive students to complete the work placement follow-up swey.  Of the 12 

chosen, 1 1 were male and one was female. I gave each instnictor a list of the students 

selected to participate in the placement evaluation and they handed out and collected the 

evaluatioo foms on my behalf.. 
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The following comments are reflective of comments on the feedback surveys. 

Fint, al1 12 (100%) of the students surveyed said they were better prepared as a result of 

attending the workshop. Comments included, "The workshop gave me a better 

understanding of what to do while looking for a place to work," and "1 felt more 

confident and prepared for possible questions employen wouid ask and reverting it to 

reveal something about myself" Second, students fiequently indicated having benefitted 

fiom the interview portion of the workshop. Some comments included, "1 had the right 

answers to say for his questions." Another mident said, "The questions you gathered 

gave me an idea about what to expect. 1 had no idea." One student commented, "By 

taking what 1 leamed in general fiom the workshop, I was more confident in myself." 

Finally, the rninority of students who indicated they did not benefit fiom portions 

of the workshop were indicating that they already had the related knowledge prior to the 

workshop. Or, they said they did not need this workshop information to obtain their 

work placement. For instance, one commenteci, "1 had my placement before the 

workshop." Another student wrote, "It diddt really make a difference about some things 

where 1 already had a background." There was a total of two out of 12 (20%) who fell 

into this category. 

. . 
Fol low-un with Non-oarhcipant~ 

As described in the introductory chapter, students in the industriai mechanical 

and millwright and machinia pre-employrnent programs also completed a community 

work experience, but they did not participate in my job readiness workshops. The 

instructors arranged the community work experiences for these midents; therefore, the 
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-dents did not engage in any form of job search or inte~ewing experience. This group 

acted as my cornparison group because they could give feedback on how job ready they 

felt going into a work placement without being afforded access to the job readiness 

curriculum. Students in the motor vehicle body repairer class were not asked to 

participate in the survey because their instructor infomed me thai AUC had k e n  

contacted by cornmunity ernployers directly to recruit students corn this class. 

To assess the expressed job readiness of the non-participants, 12 students were 

randomly chosen. Specifically, after 1 received their instnictors' permission, 1 went to 

the indusirial mechanical and millwright class and the machinist class and explained my 

study. I then requested volunteen to participate in my survey. I chose the fim six 

students fiom each class who raised their hands. This process gave a level of random 

sarnpling. 

The following findings are representative of the students who completed the 

community work experience but did not participate in my job readiness workshop. 

Eleven of the 12 who responded felt they would have benefitted fiom a job readiness 

workshop. Their comrnents about the value of job readiness training included: "When 

you graduate, you will know a little about what to do [regarding job search]." Another 

commented, "Someone with experience could benefit a person with no experience 

writing cover letters and resumes," and another said, "It shows how rcal work is." 

Second, more than half the students surveyed indicated that they felt a need to know 

more or were mure about their need to know. They wanted more information about 

resume development, cover letter preparation, approaching ernployers, and preparing for 
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interviews. For instance, one student said, "It would help break the ice on some of the 

question 1 have," and another student simply wrote, "Never done it before." The 12 

responses were consistent in saying that this group had wanted more job readiness 

information. 

over Foilow-UD Survev 

1 surveyed employen who hosted my students on their community work 

experience and asked them to rate the job readiness of rny students. 1 selected 24 

employen using the methodology discussed next. 

w e v  Method for Emplo~ers 

Twenty-four employen were randomly chosen from the total of 35 who hosted 

the students from my job readiness workshops. To make the selections, I fim wrote out 

a cornplete list of hosting ernployen and then randomly chose 12 heavy duty employen' 

names and 12 automotive employers' names fiom the list. It was at this point that 

suppon fiom the trades department chair proved invaluabie. 1 wrote a cover letter to 

accompany the employer follow-up survey and asked the chair to provide his signature to 

give the letter more credibility and professionalism. He willingly agreed to CO-sign the 

letter with me and provided letterhead to give ir an official appeamnce. 

The Ietter explained the purpose of the survey, ensured confidentiality, and 

requested the employer to retun it in an accompanying self-addressed, stamped 

envelope. Employer follow-up surveys were maiied on April 10, 1999. M e r  3 weeks, 

13 of 24 (54%) surveys were retumed. At this point, I sent al1 24 employen a second 

swey. I re-contacted al1 24 because confidentiality prohibited knowing which 13 
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employers retunied their first sweys. The second cover letter was accompanied by the 

original letter. I asked those who did not r e m  the original s w e y  to complete the 

enclosed copy. 1 also thanked those who had already retumed their surveys. Mer 

another 3-week period, 1 received an additional seven surveys, bringing the total 

employers participating in the foliow-up smey to 20 of 24 (83%). 

Each question asked the employer to rate the job readiness of the student whom 

he or she hosted for a community work expenence. None of the respondents chose "not 

applicable" for any of the questions. This suggested that al1 questions were appropriate 

to the study. The design of the employer s w e y  required employen to rank students on a 

sale of 1 to 5-1 being "poor" and 5 being "excellent." 

1 was surpnsed to find that one employer chose not to complete the employer 

follow-up swey and, instead, followed up with a letter expressing her disappointment 

with the job readiness of my students who had participated in the workshops. By 

expressing her discontent, she M e r  strengthened the case for the need for a more 

forma1 job readiness curriculum. She wrote, "Neither student presented me with a 

resurne or cover letter which indicated to me they were not interested. . . . 1 hope you 

will stress to your midents in the friture that this is an important factor." In this case, the 

midents did not demonstrate transfer of leaming and, unfortunately, chose not to use the 

materials they had developed 

Results of the employer follow-up s w e y  indicated that not al1 of the students 

seemed to apply al1 of the information presented in the job readiness workshop. 

However, the rnajority who attended the job readiness workshop were clearly job ready. 
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Based on these employer evaluations, my students appeared strongest with regard to their 

inteMew skius and initial contact skills. When evaluated on their interview skills, al1 20 

(100%) of my students were rated by the employers as being "good" or "very good" on 

the questionnaire. Comments included: "A bit shy-but that's better than overbearing," 

and "Gave a bnef o v e ~ e w  of his course and equipment he had worked on." They were 

rated weakest with regard to offering information about their strenghs and abilities; only 

6 of 20 (30%) midents received a ranking of ''vesy gooà" on this point. In addition, the 

employer feedback indicated that my students presented themselves well in terms of the 

quality of their resumes; fourteen (70%) received a ranking of "gooù," or "very good," 

and four (20%) received "excellent." My midents scored well on their cover letten with 

16 (80%) receiving "good" or "very good," and two ( 10%) receiving "excellent." 

Overall, rny students presented themselves as job ready to employers. A N1 19 

(95%) of rny midents received "good" or 'kery good'' in terms of their overall job 

readiness. 

I received forms of informal feedback on three occasions. The heavy duty 

instnictor stopped me in the hall after he had completed the monitoring of his (and my) 

students on their cornmunity work experience and said, "1 donTt know if this has anything 

to do with your workshop or not, but overall, I got much more positive feedback from 

employen this year than I did last year." This was significant for purposes of my 

evaluation because the instructor had visited each student on placement and spoke with 
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an employer in each case. This was, in fact, a larger representation of workshop 

participants than my follow-up sample of 12 students discussed earlier. 

Another form of informal evaluation arose when I spoke to an employer who had 

been approached by one of rny students for a placement-it turned out this was the fernale 

sniàent. Toward the end of the conversation, he expresscd how irnpressed he was v*ith 

the contact he had with this student. He pointed to the shident's strong job readiness 

skills as a factor in agreeing to provide and supervise the work experience. When he 

completed my employer swey,  he explained to me that he deals with people 

approaching hm for work on a daily basis. He was particularly impressed with this 

mident's job readiness skills. The fact that this employer had a lot of experience upon 

which to base his judgernent and the fact that this female student had concerns about her 

acceptance in the workplace made this even more meaningful. 

A third example came fiom a workshop participant and occuned approximately 

2-weeks after the first workshop. A participant made an appointment to have me review 

his resurne and cover letter. During the meeting, he explained that he contacted three 

employen in the hope of securing a work placement. He told me that he had no problem 

speaking on his own behalf and that he was very pleased with himself. He also told me 

that this was very d i k e  him and that he was swprised that he was able to cany out the 

task. When 1 asked him why he thought he was able to accomplish a task which was so 

out of character for him, he replied, "It's because of you." In short, al1 of the indications 

h m  the informal feedback were that the study was a success, complementing the formal 

evaiuation data discussed earIier. 
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In the following chapter, I discuss my study experience in relation to relevant 

adult education literature. In doing so, 1 anaiyze and interpret the findings of my research 

as an adult education study and reflect on my own leaming. 



DISCUSSION OF THE OUTCOME: ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATTON 

ui this study, 1 attempted to address the following nsearch questions: First, what 

are the needs of the d e s  students in the trades education department of AUC and what 

are the job readiness expectations of prospective employen in the region? Second, how 

can I, as an adult educator, plan a job readiness program for AUC trades students that 

addresses these diverse needs? Third, how can 1 facilitate such a job readiness program 

for AUC trades midents? I decided that three conditions were necessary in order to 

demonstrate that the trades department needed to incorporate a job readiness cornponent 

into their curriculum. These included: (a) agreement and support from the trades 

department chair, instnrctors, and midents on the need for job readiness training, 

(b) evidence that local employers expected job readiness skills when hiring new 

employees and, (c) evidence that job readiness training would benefit AUC's trades 

students. Once the need for a job readiness curriculum was established, 1 could plan the 

content of such a component and facilitate a workshop. Evaluation was central to the 

study. I engaged in both formative and summative evaluation, as well as formal and 

informal evaluation. Formative evaluation served as means of making appropriate 

changes throughout the facilitation process. Summative evaluation encompassed the 

entire study, as will now be discussed. 



Workforce Preparedness Literature and My Shidy 

The problem 1 identified has been widely recognized and discussed in the adult 

education Meranire. Preparing for the curent workforce requires a dynamic approach to 

ieamng. Evers, Rush, and Berdrow (1998 j expiain rhat the contemporary worklorce 

requires a proactive approach to leaming if graduates fiom pst-secondary institutions 

are to meet the dernands of a changing workforce. As they Say, "Students and graduates 

need to think in t e n s  of preparing themselves for lifelong employability (as opposed to 

lifelong employment) through lifelong learning" (p. xviii). n i e  Empl~yability Ski115 

Profile (1 997) gives a long list of skills sought by employers when hiring new employees 

and discusses the specific skills employen want to have incorporated into employee 

training. According to the Emplovability Skill s Profile, in addition to basic foundational 

abilities required to perfonn tasks employen look for employees with personal 

management and tearnwork skills and the ability to apply foundational skills. The pre- 

employment trades department at AUC provides an opportunity for aspiring trades 

sudents to develop academic, personal management, and teamwork skills in an applied 

trades context. However, if AUC trades students are to get a chance to use these skills in 

preparation for the workforce, it was my belief that a job readiness workshop was 

needed. 



Through consultation with my St FX advisor and by reading the relevant 

literature, 1 recognized the necessity of engaging in needs assessrnent in order to identiS 

students' felt needs and the normative needs as expressed by the AUC instnicton and 

local employers. Identifying the felt needs of the trades students was directly reflective 

of Boyle's (198 1) description of a felt need as a want or desire. He undencores the 

importance of having program plmers understand the felt needs of the leamers. 

Knowles (1980) presents the same approach to student-centered planning and refers to 

felt needs as "interests." His perspective emphasizes the importance of incorporating felt 

needs into adult education facilitation because of the voluntary nature of adult leaming. 

As such, responding to felt needs can enhance the likelihood of participation and the 

effectiveness of the leaming activity. Because my job readiness workshops were 

completely voluntary, it was clearly important to identi- and respond ro the students' 

felt needs for their work placement. 

1 also appreciated that felt needs were oniy one indication of need related to job 

readiness. I recognized the importance of identifjing what Boyle (198 1) refers to as 

normative needs and what Knowles (1980) refers to as interests and educational needs. 

Both employers and instnicton were inmumental in identi@ing the job readiness skills 

they believed students ought to have for the contemporary workforce. My employer 

surveys and meetings wïth the department chair and innnictors allowed me to add their 

perceptions of need into the workshop content In attempting to judiciously include 
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needs, 1 was seeking to find a balance of real needs, as discussed by Boyle (198 1) and 

Knowles (1980). 

As I began the planning process, 1 was very much guided by the theoretical 

perspectives of Cervero and Wilson (1994). They describe the political nature of 

program planning and the resulting considerations for a responsible program planner. 

Cervero and Wilson highlight the need for negotiation of interests among those impacted 

by the program planning process. With this in mind, I believed that the success of rny 

workshop depended largely on the support of the administration and faculty at AUC. 

They would be directly impacted by my work and, as such their support was essential. 

During the first meeting 1 had with the department chair, 1 received 

overwhelming support. Mr. Smith told me about a meeting he had recently attended 

where the needs of the trades industry were identified. He said, "We were told that what 

empIoyers want most in employees is puncniality and communication skills." I quickly 

responded, "You know, those are some of the skills identified in the Emplovability Skills 

Profile, and that's the kind of information 1 want ro talk with midents about." He was 

very pleased that 1 wanted to address needs that were identified at his meetings with 

representatives from industry. It was obvious that 1 was considering and responding to 

the depaxtment chair's needs and that we were agreed on the types of skills that the 

students would need. 

1 also required support fiom the instructors whose students would be participants 

in my workshops. Guided by the recommendations of Cervero and Wilson (1994), I 

undemood the need to negotiate with instructon to arrive at a mutually acceptable 
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program. The instructors were enthusiastic. The automotive and heavy duty instnicton 

both gave me detailed contact lists of employen whom they believed would be valuable 

participants in my employer swey. The hstructors asked me to emphasize 

communication skills and positive attitude in my workshops. One instnictor actually 

participated in one workshop. These were negotiation seps that Cervero ana Wilson Say 

are critical in program planning. 

uivolving students in the program planning was central to conducting a successful 

study. Knowles (1980) supports the notion of involving participants in the entire 

planning process, including the identification of needs, setting objectives, designing and 

carrying out the leaming plan, and prograrn evaluation. Boyle's ( 1  98 1) notion of 

involving leamers in prograrn planning ensures identification and consideration of their 

felt needs. Wlodkowski (1993) also identifies the value of including leamers in the 

planning process as a rneans of responding to their needs. According to Wlodkowski, 

participants' motivation to leam will be enhanced if they see the leaming opportunity as 

a means of meeting their needs. Prior to my workshop, students participated in a needs 

assessrnent as a way to identiQ their individual skills and level of knowledge. They also 

discussed the information they wanted for job readiness in a written fom. For instance, 

one survey question asked midents to explain what they would do to prepare for an 

inteniew. This gave me a good indication of their current knowledge. 

Seeing a discrepancy between leamen' current and desired proficiencies provides 

a rationaie for engagement in learning, according to Knox's (1986) proficiency theory. 

Based on this theory, 1 had hoped that students would identiQ a need to participate in my 
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job readiness workshop. A workshop participant rate of 35 out of a potentid of 4 1 (85%) 

students indicated to me that students had identified a need to attend my workshop. The 

fact that the workshop was offered on a voluntary basis reinforced this conclusion. 

My needs assessrnent also included local employers' expectations regarding job 

readiness siciiis when hiring new omployeés. Lûcal employen ultimately plqed a vital 

role in rny program planning. The employen whom 1 requested to participate in rny 

survey were very accornmodating. Not a single employer refused to participate. 

The data collected fiom employen created much of the content for my workshop. 

This is consistent with Knowles's (1980) theory of andragogy and Boyle's (1981) 

definition of "normative needs." Duhg my interviews with employen, conversation 

always centered around the need for lifelong leming. For example, some of the advice 

fiorn employers to aspiring technicians included, "Be willing to leam," "Tt's always a 

leaming process. You don't stop leaming once you graduate," and "Be willing to say 

that y u  can't do something, but that you are willing to leam." Cross ( 198 1 ) refen to the 

need for lifelong leaming in terrns of responding to accelerating technological, 

demographic, and social changes. Of particular significance to rny study is her reference 

to technological change. She suggests the need to keep Pace with technological advances 

can be addressed through lifelong learning. Many of the employers who participated in 

my study made reference to changes in technology that directly impact their work. 

Many employers were inadvertently supporting Candy's (199 1) belief in the need 

for selfdirected, lifelong leaming. One staled, "Education is probably the most 

important thing to consider. Things are so complex today and you need the ability to 
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read and understand." Another said, "Be willing to l e m  things you've never touched in 

schml." When one employer was asked if bis own expectations of employees had 

changed over the past 10 years when considering someone for employment, he said, "17ve 

leamed to look more for interest in leaniing than for experience." 

Empioyers in my study aiso made numerou refersnces to the concepts prescnted 

in the Em~lovabilitv Skills Profilc (1997). The need for personal management skills was 

apparent when employen engaged in the interview process. Many employers said they 

could tell a lot about an applicant's approach to work by the way he or she responded to 

questions during an interview. For example, the most frequent response to what 

impresses the employer most in an interview was, ' A  good attitude." The second most 

common response was, "Somebody who seems interested in leaniing." Other skills 

mentioned by my employers included, "Honesty," "Somebody with a plan for 

themselves," and "Personality." These attributes can be found in the 

Skills Profile. 

The academic ski11 described in the Empl abilitv Skills Profile that employen in 

my study identified most often was, "Good verbal presentation." Other academic skills 

that impressed my employers and are in the Emplo abilitv Skills Profile were: "Being 

able to get the idea across," and somebody who can, "Think off the top of their head." 

One employer described his preference for a worker who could perform on the job as 

compared to someone who could perform well on academic tests. He was looking for 

the critical thinking skills discussed in the Ern lovabilitv Skills Profile. He said, "1 need 

a thinker-a troubleshooter, to read manuals and fil1 out work orders." 
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My employers taiked a lot about teamwork skills, a central component of the 

lovabilitv Ski 
. . 

'Ils Prom. For instance, employers said they would consider hiring 

someone who shows "a willingness to leam the way things are done in this particular 

place" and someone who has a 'proper attitude-not a 'know it all'." 

One of my empioyers unknowingly surnmed up thé cornpomnîs of ùie 

Emplovability Skills Profile as related to the automotive industry when he spoke about 

trends in employers' expectations. He said, 4 4 N ~ ~  [we] expect more professionalism. In 

the past you worked on cars; now you work on c m ,  talk to customers, and writing is 

important." As Tetreault (1997) argues, preparing for the world of work requires 

leaming the use of personal and social skills to apply academic knowledge acquired in 

the classroom. 

Foot and Stoffman (1996) describe changes in the workforce resulting fiom 

changes in demographics and technology. They suggest that generalists who can adapt 

quickly to change will most readily meet the demands of our contemporary workforce. 

Employers involved in my study both supported and contradicted this concept. Mon of 

the employen 1 inteMewed talked about the impact of technology on their trades and 

made numerous references to keeping abreast of technological change. One employer 

said, "Things are changing and you have to be willing to change with it." Another 

specifically recornmended, "Be a generalist-you have to know lots. The more you leam, 

the better you'll be to an employer." On the other hancl, some employen thought the 

impact of technological advancement is so diverse that the only response is to 

concentrate on a panicular area. For instance, one employer commente4 "Speciality is a 
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big thing-somebody with a speciality has a better chance." This is in contradiction to 

Fwt and Stofian's assertions. No matter which side of this issue one endorses, the 

need for lifelong leaming as a means of staying current is a necessity in today's 

workforce. 

Engaging in needs assessrnent was a means of addressing my tim research 

question: What are the needs of the trades students in the trades education department of 

AUC and what are the job readiness expectations of prospective employers in the region? 

My second research question: how can 1, as an adult educator, plan a job readiness 

program for AUC trades students that addresses these diverse needs, is explored in the 

next section. 

Significant Program Pianning Models 

The time 1 spent planning my job readiness workshop was the key to its success. 

My efforts and success substantiate Murk and Wells's (1 986) observation that effective 

planning, and the success of a program, are directly related. 1 relied on a number of 

specific components of the various program planning models to guide my work; 

however, Caffarella's (1994) Interactive Program Planning Mode1 tas the moa helpful 

in the long m. This was because it accounts for flexibility in program planning- 

something 1 worked hard to include. On the other han& I found her concept of a linear. 

stepby-step, approach necessary in the begiMing k a u s e  I was a novice program 

planner. At the beginning of my study 1 found 1 had to be able to conceptualize and 
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present the entire piocess in a logical, linear, fonn in order to convince those who would 

be involved that 1 had a ciear vision of rny study. This was also important when 1 was 

explaining to instnictors what 1 hoped to accomplish with their students. For example, 

one instnictor made a suggestion, "Put something on paper and &op it off so that 1 cm 

read it and get an idea of what you're pianning to do." 1 needed a clear direction of what 

my program plan entailed. 

At the same tirne Murk and Wells (1986), and Caffarella (1994) in particular, 

undencore the importance of being open to the probability that the steps outlined in my 

program plan might not unfold as expected. 1 now discuss these two observations in 

more detail. 

The Svstems Approach Mode1 

The Systems Approach Mode1 discussed by Murk and Wells (1 986) gives a series 

of five planning components and accounts for a balance between flexibility and creativity 

when implementing the steps. This mode1 also considen the influence of administrators, 

instnictors, planners, and participants and described my situation perfectly. The five 

cornponents of my midy included: needs assesment, instructional planning and 

development, administration and budget information, implementation of the program, 

and evaluation. 1 had not thought of administrative and budget considerations until I read 

Murk and Wells's work. As a planner, identifying these two component forced me to 

make arrangements for the budget associated with my study and the t h e  from work that 

would be necessary to conduct the workshops. These simple issues could have interfered 
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with my study had 1 not planned for them as components of the Systems Approach 

Model. 

While budgeting items were not major, they were important to the success of the 

study. They included the cost of paper for photocopying handouts, stamps, envelopes, 

and the colored papa for my empioyer foilow-up survey. 1 arranged refishmznts for 

break times during each workshop and gifis for the employers who pariicipated in the 

workshops. 1 believe that not being prepared and not arranging for the cost of these types 

of items would have seriously weakened my workshops. The budget considerations in 

the Systems Approach Model created an opporhmity for me to conduct more effective 

planning. Refieshrnents were a means of showing appreciation to participants and they 

were, in fact, greatly appreciated. The refieshrnents were mentioned several tirnes on the 

workshop evaluation and in person during the &y. The cards and coffee mugs for the 

speakers were also appreciated. These would have been last minute considerations or 

would have been ignored had 1 not used Murk and Wells's model. 

The Interactive Promm Planning Model 

The most sigmficant long term impact on my planning process came from 

Caffarella's (1994) Meractive Planning Model. Her modei offers a guided approach to 

program planning. Most importantly, the flexibility offered within this model helped me 

let my program fit the rnodel, as opposed to rnaking the rnodel fit rny program. For 

example, being cornfortable with flexibility, I recognized the need to re-evaluate the use 

of the video during the intewiew portion of the workshop. When 1 consulted with the 

students and agreed to remove the video exercise, 1 understood this to be effective 
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facilitation, not poor planning. Fiexibility proved invaluable in the automotive workshop 

as well when, for instance, I specifically drew their attention to the value of having three 

different instnicton. My suggestion to have hem view this as positive by working it into 

the ûansferable skills portion of the workshop was helpful to them. This was not 

required in the case of the heavy duty students and I beiieve, therefore, that flexibili~ 

was needed on my part as the facilitator. Two components of the Interactive Planning 

Model were of particular significance to my study: formulating evaluation plans and 

preparing for the m s f e r  of leaming. 

Consideration for fomulating the evaluation plan became integral to the planning 

of my study. Caffarella's mode1 was the first one 1 found that identified the need for a 

plan for evaluation, as opposed to evaluation as the final step in planning. Once 1 

incorporated eval uation into the planning process, the particulars of the program became 

clearer. For example, when I decided that I would engage in a follow-up survey of 

employen who s u p e ~ s e d  my students while on their work placements as a means of 

measuring the success of my study, 1 could begin to structure the timing of my study 

accordingly. 1 began to consider employer feedback and could estimate the time fkame 

for feedback forms to be mailed if employers were to have time to reflect on the work of 

the students. 1 could begin to map out the sequencing and timing of each activity. 

Planning for evaluation not only strucnired the time h m e  of the study, it also 

stnictured the leaming objectives and leaming outcornes and, as such, the entire 

workshop agenda. For inmce ,  when I was planning for the workshop evaluation, I was 

reminded by the Interactive Planning Model that 1 was required to clearly identiQ my 
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intended outcomes. This, in tuni, gave structure to my workshop layout and approach. 1 

saw that I needed to measure success against my stated intended outcomes. 

Caffarella's concept of transfer of leaming was also a major component of my 

study. This step in her mode1 requires the progmm plmer  to consider how participants 

will apply what they bave learned. Shc says that "devtloping transfer-of-leaminp plans is 

tied directly to the program evaluation component of the planning process" (p. 1 16). In 

addition, she suggeas that program planners need to consider key playen in measuring 

the transfer of lemhg; this speaks directly to my study design. 

Since participants in my workshop were expected to apply what they leamed with 

their community employen, these employers becarne the best resources for measuring 

the transfer of leaming. As was seen in the informal evaluation found in chapter 3, I 

experienced this when I contacted one of the workshop participant's supervisors 

regarding an unrelated issue. The supervisor took the oppomuiity to tell me h s  reaction 

to the student's transfer of leaming. Refemng to the one female mident in the study, he 

said, "1 was very impressed with one of your students the other &y. She approached me 

about her work placement and she was very enthusiastic, was prepared with a resurne and 

cover letter, and showed lots of initiative." This informa1 feedback was the first reaction 

that I had fiom an employer about one of the workshop participants and it proved to me 

that, for that student at least, the aansfer of leaming had occtmed. 



The aduit education Iiterature relevant to how adults leam was also cntical to the 

design and implementation of my study. The next section connects literature relevant to 

aduit learning theones and phiosophies with my third research question: How can 1 

facilitate such a job readiness pro- for AUC trades students? 

As was seen in chapter 2, Cross (1981) describes humanitic leaming theory as an 

approach to adult education where learning will occur if the facilitator provides a 

nourishing, encouraging environment. This will happen because people have a natural 

tendency to learn. Humanistic theory promotes a student-centered approach to the 

facilitation of leaming. The needs of the leamers determine the process. This approach 

to facilitating learning greatly influenced my thinking as a program planner in this study, 

and I believe the concept of humanistic learning theory has a central role in a11 adult 

education programming irrespective of the setting. 

Practicing a humanistic approach to leaming requires a respect for leamers. 1 

tried to mode1 this fiom the inception of the workshop by including midents in the 

identification of their felt needs. 1 practiced this in the delivery of my workshop by 

promoting voluntary participation, respecting the opinions and comrnents of participants, 

and encouraging student participation throughout the workshop. I based the workshop 

agenda on a humanistic approach to leaming by including small group discussion where 

snidents could share and create information. 1 sequenced tasks so that students could 
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have an understanding of what was required of them before they moved on to a more 

complicated task. I s h e d  rny own experiences as a job searcher and interviewer. I also 

employed flexibility by rearranging the agenda according to participants' needs. For 

instance, 1 immediately responded to the d e n t s '  request in the fint workshop that 

smoke breaks were ~quired  and I made 3 point of incorporating such breaks into my 

second workshop. 1 removed the video portion of the workshop plan when students 

expressed their discontent with this style of information delivery. These are examples of 

my use of the basic pruiciples of hmanikm. 

t Conditioning 

This theory also found a place in rny classroom. I had a difficult participant in 

my workshop; namely, a leamer I called a heckier. 1 practiced what Memam and 

Caffmella's ( 199 1 ) describe as operant conditioning. A basic principle of behaviorist 

learning theory, they suggest that operant conditioning is a means of encouraging or 

discouraging behaviors through the presence or absence of reinforcement. This mdent 

was continually making cornments From the back of the room to eiicit laughter from 

othen. 1 realized that 1 needed to respond so that 1 could discourage his negative 

cornments, but had to do so without discouraging the rest of the class from making 

constructive comments. Nor did 1 want to alienate this mident. I first brought attention 

to his negative behavior, then used operant conditioning by finding something positive in 

his comments that supporied my topic. 1 himed his intended humor into a valuable 

contribution and was glad to see that he became a more senous student afier this. 
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One of the facilitation strategies I used in my workshop reflected Wlodkowski's 

(1993) concept of enhanced motivation. He believes that dl individuals are motivated 

and that effective facilitation can actually enhance motivation. His most relevant 

concept for me was that there are four cornerstones of excellence for being a motivating 

instnictor: expertise, empathy, enthusiasm, and clarity. Al1 four attributes played a 

significant role in my facilitation. However, expertise seemed to be the most important 

to my students. As Wlodkowski argues, 'There is no substitute for thoroughly knowing 

our topic" (p. 19). This certainly proved to be tnie in my study. 

During the needs assessment, midents expressed an interest in receiving relevant 

information. One student wrote, "Make a workshop that is tailored to our needs." It was 

obvious from the outset that students wanted information that was meaningful and they 

expected me to have the expertise to do this. As an effective facilitator, this required me 

to gain usefut information to pass on to them. 1 brought much of my job readiness 

information from my own early work and collected new information fiom ernployers and 

my additional reading. Comments from the midents indicated that this was both 

effective and appreciated. One student wrote: "The facilitator knew what she was 

doing," and "me] facilitator did her research well and was able to answer questions 

about the trade." Gaining some degree of expertise relevant to the subject matter made 

me more cornfortable during the facilitation process. I believe this, in tum, increased rny 

ability to enhance their motivation. 
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Empathy, Wlodkowski ' s second cornentone, was definitely significant in my 

workshop delivery. I could see students' hesitancy in talking about their experiences 

and, since 1 had engaged in employer contacts myself as a means of gathenng employer 

input, I was able to share my experiences with them. Ln addition, 1 openly shared my 

own past job search experiences, which they seemed to appreciate. One participant 

commented: "The information you presented and the persona1 information was very 

valuable to me. 1 now feel confident in finding a job and how to present myself." 

Enthusiasm also played a role in my ability to motivate my participants. 1 found 

it easy to be enthusiastic because 1 believe in the relationship between strong job 

readiness skills and employability. My belief was reinforced through the literature and 

from information collected during my employer in te~ews.  One direct indication of how 

enthusiasm irnpacted motivation is show in one participants' cornments. Cornparhg 

the impact of my delivery to othen who made him fa11 asleep, he said, "1 stayed awake 

al1 morning and aftemoon! Jodi speaks and 1 ask questions. Thank you very much." Of 

the 34 participants who were asked for their feedback on the facilitator's enthusiasm, al1 

34 "agreed" or "strongly agreed" that I was enthusiastic. 

Finally, clarity meam that the information taught is easy to understand. This 

directly related to the organitation of the workshop and my own presentation style. Al1 

34 participants were asked if the facilitator presented the information in an organized 

way, and ail 34 "agreed" or "strongly agreed." In addition, al1 34 were asked if the 

facilitator spoke clearly and was easy to undentand. Al1 34 "agreed" or "strongly 

agreed." 
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In sum, there were indications that studenu' motivation was enhanced during the 

study. One -dent commented, "I feel that 1 am now able to go into an interview and 

feel confident in answenng the questions co~ectly." Another wrote, "Excellent 

presentation. Should help students find work! Thank yod'  One direct example of 

enhanced motivation occurred during the worlishop. Aftci lunch on the day of one of the 

workshops, a participant returned and immediately asked when we would be finished for 

the day. I assumed it was a reflection of disinterest; however, he explained *'I was so 

motivated by this morning that during lunch 1 went to three employen and 1 have to go 

back and see one at 4 o'clock." 

Evaluation of My Three Research Questions 

As described in Caffarella's (1994) transfer of learning concept, evaluation is a 

direct means of determining whether or not newly acquired knowledge has been applied. 

This is usually in the fom of surnmative evaluation-that which occurs at the end of the 

educational intervention. Caffarella describes formative evaluation as ongoing 

evaluation and evaluation in process. My study utilized both foms of evaluation as the 

means for assessing my three research questions. 

Formative evaluation occurred when 1 used information acquired during the fint 

workshop and appiied it to the second workshop. For instance, in the morning of the first 

workshop, 1 was reminded that 1 should have additional breaks for those participants who 

smoke. This need also vtas identified in the written student evaluations fiom the first 



workshop. As a resulî, when 1 began the second workshop a week later, I asked 

participants to alert me when appropriate smoke breaks were needed and I 

accommodated this need. Another example of formative evaluation was derived from 

my own insights. As a result of completing the first workshop, 1 learned that some 

adjwtments had to k made to the agenda for the second work~hop because not al1 of the 

components could be covered within the given time firame. My approach to this was to 

present the agenda as originally intended, discuss the time we would need, and then 

allow participants to choose which components wouid be included or excluded 

The remainder of the evaluation process was summative in nature. Participants 

completed evaluation forms upon completion of the workshop. In addition, a random 

sampling of students who participated in rny workshops and cornpleted the work 

placements were surveyed to evaluate the impact of my workshops on their job readiness. 

Another random sampling of students who did not participate in my workshops, but 

completed AUC work placements, were surveyed to assess their sense of job readiness. 

Finally, a random sampling of employers who supervised my students were sent a formal 

survey to evaluate the students' job readiness. I also received infornial feedback from 

one of these employen as well. 

As descnid in chapter 3, overall, students who participated in my workshops felt 

job ready upon completion of their 2-week community work experience. However, 

students who did not participate in my workshops did not feel job ready entering or 

during their 2-week comrnunity work experience. The formal feedback fiom employers 

who supervised my workshop participants indicated that the majority of my students 
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were job ready. In addition, informa1 feedback from an instnictor, one employer, and 

various students verified that the workshops enhanced the job readiness skills of the 

workshop participants. 

h summary, both formative and summative evaluation indicated that my research 

questions had bern satisf'actorily addressed and I fiel confident rhat AUC, die students, 

and employers wouid benefit fiom a job readiness cornponent in the trades curriculum . 

My study supported the program planning, learning, and evaluation literature. However, 

the ernployment Iiterature that emphasizes the need for skill diversity was not always 

supported by employen who participated in my employer survey questionnaire. 

According to Foot and Stofhan ( 1  996), employees must have a wide diversity of skills if 

they are to be successful in the workplace. While this may be the case on a univenal 

level, in this study, employers were interested in the skills that were germane to their 

workplace. This point is taken up again in recommendations for further research. 

Conclusions 

Selrnan and Dampier (1991) describe leaming as the end product of education. 

Feedback fiom midents and employen in my study indicated that my students had gained 

new confidence and skills as a result of my educational intervention. In Boucouvalas and 

Krupp's (1989) description of adult development and leaming, they discuss the elements 

of information, knowledge, skill, and wisdom development. Not only did the fint three 

elements of learning occur for my workshop participants, but, as a facilitator and learner, 
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1 also grew fiom the experience. And, I think 1 gained a level of new insight, if not 

wisdorn, through this study. 

Upon reflection, 1 cm idente  five areas where I irnproved my practice. As a 

result of the study, 1 became capable of acquiring new information through the use of 

both primary and secondary research skills. On the 1evd of secondaq skills, I leamed 

much more about the effective use of library resources and, once collecte4 1 became 

astute at critiquing the information obtained. For example, upon researching various 

approaches to program planning, I leamed the technique of matching the strengths and 

weaknessas of each mode1 in order to determine which mode1 best suited my study. 

More importantly, 1 leamed to combine the strengths of different rnodels rather than 

feeling confined to only one in the literature. I used Caffarella's ( 1994) Interactive 

Planning Model, Murk and Wells's (1986) Systems Approach Model, and cornponents of 

behaviorism. In addition, I strengîhened my primary research skills whsle conducting my 

study. 1 leamed much more about identification of felt and normative needs and the 

balancing of both in program planning. 

1 also leamed more about the program planning process. In addition to becorning 

familiar with the relevant literature, my most significant leaming happened as a result of 

my role as program planner. Leaming about and practicing the need for flexibility, 

creativity, and responsiveness in program planning enhanced my organirational, public 

relations, and planning skilis immeasurably. 

1 sought to l e m  more about contemporary job readiness skills. The literature and 

my interviews with employen helped me achieve this goal. 1 also hoped to acquire the 
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skills to facilitate leaming more effectively among a diverse group of adults. This was 

very important to me. Reading the literature relevant to definitions of learning and about 

leamhg theones made the concept of leaming easier to comprehend. Understanding that 

both behaviorism and humanism can both be used in an adult education study was very 

edightening because they had seemed so diametncally opposed before. Leaming ways 

to include both was important to meeting my own leaming goals. Cross's (1981) CAL 

Mode!, Knowles's (1980) concept of andragogy, and Knox's (1986) theory of proficiency 

al1 illustrated the various conditions that bring adults to leming encounten. These 

helped me build my skills to work with a group of leamers with a wide range of 

backgrounds and ages. 

I especially wanted to l e m  more about motivating learners. I was very stnick by 

Wlodkowski's ( 1  993) concept of ways to enhance motivation and used them as tools to 

enhance the motivation of my leamers during my study. 1 found his approach to be vey 

practical and 1 use them on a regular basis today. 

The three cornponents outlined in my research questions were addressed. The job 

readiness needs of midents in the AUC trades department and the expectations of 

prospective ernployen were identified and incorporated into the job readiness workshop. 

Evaluation of my study indicated a high degree of program planning and facilitation 

success. My persona1 growth and these successes lead to rny recommendations for 

practice and M e r  study. 



Recommendations for Practice 

1. The trades department at AUC should incorporate a job readiness component into its 

trades training cumculum. This study has confirmed that midents would benefit from 

such a cornponent and would heip prêparz hzrn to End emplojnent. 'Ji addition, I 

believe such a component would help participaring employen. 

2. If a job readiness component is added to the trades training curicuium, it should be 

offered throughout the year rather than on a single day. Students need time to apply new 

knowledge and bring their experiences back to the facilitator and group memben. 

3. Students should be active participants in gathering information fiom local employers 

as a rneans of practicing employer contacts. They could each choose an employer to 

interview and bring the information back to the rest of the group. This would increase 

the information obtained and add to the appreciation of divenity among employers. 

4. The trades department should add the demonstration of job readiness skills to the 

standard AUC evaluation form given to employers who supervise students during their 

community work experience. This would further demonstrate the need to practice such 

skills and knowledge in the AUC trades program and would help inform AUC on an 

onping basis. 

5 .  Al1 students in the pretmployment trades department should engage in resume 

preparation, cover letter preparation, job search, and interviewing even if they are not 

required to obtain their own work placement. Even if such employability skills are only 
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simulated for the purpose of leaming, students would graduate with knowledge and skills 

that could help them throughout their careers. 

6. Ernployers should play an active role in delivering job readiness information to 

students. Students in my study appreciated both the speakers and feedback fiom 

empioyars because this szemed io rqmsant the "real work aorld" to them. This could 

be accomplished through ongoing employer visits to class. 

Recommendations for Further Research 

If others were to take this research further, I would recommend the following: 

1. Conduct long term follow-up studies with workshop participants to evaluate their 

success in finding actual employment after graduation. 

2. Develop a study mode1 whereby a single class of nades midents is divided into one 

tzroup that acquires job readiness training and one that does not. Al1 of the students 
1 

would then be followed-up on their personal sense of job readiness and their ability to 

find and acquire a community placement as part of their program. This could be a 

working mode1 for trades programs. 

3. Design a follow-up survey with employers that asks them to compare the job 

readiness of students whom they supewised on a work placement to someone walking in 

off the Street in search of employment. This would provide another element of 

cornpanson. 
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4. Conduct long t e m  follow-up studies with midents and employers to assess transfer of 

leaming 

5. Lqvolve a greater number of employers in s w e y  questionnaires to expand data. 

6. Expand this study beyond my local geographic area and compare the findings on a 

wider scale. 

7. Further research would be helpful in contrasting what employen look for when hiring 

employees and what skills are actually valued in the workforce over time. Is a diversity 

of skills an asset in the long run, or is specialization the asset new employees and training 

institutions should be emphasizing'? 

In closing, I believe a comment fiom a student who participated in my workshop 

sums up the learning that occurred for al1 involved. What on the surface appeared like a 

negative comment was actually very accurate and overwhelmingly positive. When asked 

if the workshop was of benefit in assisting him in the identification of his own strengths 

and abilities so he couid market them to an employer, the student replied, "No, 1 felt like 

1 was still leming." 
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